
Government Expected
To Lay off up to 30
Percent of Workers 

YEREVAN (Armenpress) — The government of
Armenia is planning to cut jobs at provincial govern-
ments to make administration more optimal and effec-
tive, Minister of Territorial Administration and
Development Suren Papikyan told reporters.
“We have carried out studies and found out that

40 percent of staffers at provincial governments are
basically doing nothing. An average 30 percent of
cuts will take place,” he said.
He elaborated that for instance in the Aragatsotn

Province they might lay off only 28 percent of staffers,
thus the number of staffers at the provincial govern-
ment will be reduced from 121 to 87.  He said the goal
is solely to have more efficient governance.
“Experts who are professionals in their sectors

should have the chance to work in the state admin-
istration system, and not those who at some point
in time had a friend or relative,” he said, referring
to cronyism practices.
Papikyan said they will soon submit a bill to par-

liament that will include the cuts in the staffs.

Dutch Parliament 
Recognizes 1915

Armenian Genocide
THE HAGUE (Reuters) — The Dutch parliament

on Thursday, February 21, passed a motion recog-
nizing as genocide the massacre of as many as 1.5
million Armenians in 1915, although the govern-
ment said it would not become official policy of the
Netherlands.
The motion, which was opposed by just three law-

makers out of 150, risks further straining relations
between The Hague and Ankara, which have been
tense since the Dutch barred a Turkish minister
from campaigning in the Netherlands last year.
Turkey’s foreign ministry strongly condemned

the Dutch parliament’s approval of the motion and
noted the Dutch government’s response to it.
“The government will not follow the judgment of

the parliament,” Foreign Minister Sigrid Kaag told
Dutch television before the vote.
She urged “utmost caution when applying the

term ‘genocide’ to past events.”
“This cabinet wants to be very careful about rela-

tions with Turkey, which have been better,” she said.
Relations between the two countries, both mem-

bers of NATO, plunged last year when the
Netherlands deported a Turkish minister who had
come to campaign among the Dutch Turkish
minority for a constitutional referendum in Turkey.
A second motion passed on Thursday calls for a

high-level Dutch government official to attend
Armenia’s formal genocide remembrance day on April
24. In the past, the Dutch ambassador has attended.
Kaag said the government would consider how

best to represent the Netherlands.
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LA Superior Court Rules in Favor of TCA of US and
Canada, Granting Motion to Dismiss Erroneous Claims

LOS ANGELES — A group of Armenians, composed of Petros and Karine Taglyan and two other
couples, wrongly accused the Central Board of the Tekeyan Cultural Association of the United States
and Canada (TCA) of various misdeeds in connection with the closing of the TCA Arshag Dickranian
School in Hollywood in 2015. They made substantial financial demands for compensation in con-
nection with their erroneous claims. 
On March 1, Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Dalila Corral Lyons granted Tekeyan Cultural

Association’s motion to dismiss the complaint of Petros Taglyan and Karine Taglyan and the others,
ruling that the complaint failed to allege any legal wrongdoing by the TCA.

By Aram Arkun 
Special to the Mirror-Spectator

LODI, N.J. — The Tekeyan Cultural
Association (TCA) of Greater New York,
under the auspices of the TCA Board of
Directors of the United States and Canada,
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of its
chapter through a Valentine’s dinner-dance
on February 9 featuring international
Armenian superstar André and DJ Shant
(Babikian). The event was held in the ele-
gant banquet hall of the Elan events and
wedding center. 
At the start of the formal program,

guests were welcomed by TCA Greater New
York chapter Vice Chair Vartan Ilanjian,
who introduced the chapter’s chair, Hilda
Hartounian. Hartounian recognized the

see ANNIVERSARY, page 10

TCA of Greater New York Marks Its 50th
Anniversary with Valentine’s Day Dinner-Dance

The 50th anniversary cake

Dr. Tom Catena Brings Inspiration from Nuba
Mountains to Aurora’s Global Mission 

BOSTON — If you see him on the street in Boston, 54-year-old Thomas Catena
may not seem different from any other guy. But Dr. Tom Catena is no ordinary

person. He was chosen by Time magazine in
2015 as one of the 100 most influential people
in the world. He has exerted extraordinary
efforts to provide medical assistance to people
in need in Africa and is an inspiring role model
for those who wish to do humanitarian work. In

December 2018, he was named as chairman of the Aurora Humanitarian
Initiative. As such, he had come to Boston as part of an outreach tour at the end
of January 2019, with several university talks and meetings. 
Catena grew up in Amsterdam, a town in upstate New York, as the fifth of seven

siblings. After graduating Brown University, he went to medical school at Duke
University on a US Navy scholarship. After his internship he served for four years
as a flight surgeon for the Navy. Although he did his military service to finance
his education, he ended up liking the sense of purpose and community and if he

see CATENA, page 8

Dr. Tom Catena receiving the Aurora Prize in Yerevan, May 2017

(PHOTO COURTESY AURORA HUMANITARIAN INITIATIVE)

By Aram Arkun 
Mirror-Spectator Staff

Pashinyan
Visits Iran
For High-
Level Talks

Receives Warm Welcome
From Local Armenian

Community
TEHRAN (Armenpress) — Armenian

Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan visited
Iran on February 27 and 28, where he
met with high officials and Armenian-
Iranians. Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani met at the Saadabad Royal
Palace in Tehran. 
Rouhani thanked Pashinyan for accept-

ing the invitation and visiting Iran.
“Welcome to Iran. I congratulate you on
the changes that took place in Armenia
that were demonstrated through a demo-
cratic way. Our historic relations have
always been friendly and we want to fur-
ther strengthen and develop them. Iran is
always willing to have good relations and
continue these relations with neighbors,
namely with Armenia. I am sure that your

visit to Iran will contribute to further
developing the bilateral political, econom-
ic and humanitarian relations,” Rouhani
said.
Pashinyan thanked the Iranian presi-

dent for the invitation and the warm
reception, and said: “Iran is close to our
country not only in terms of geography,
but also friendly relations, and we’ve had
numerous occasions to emphasize the
importance of these ties. Highly impor-
tant changes are taking place in Armenia,
which are entirely domestic processes,
and no foreign power has been involved
in our country’s political processes. This
is a principled point for understanding
the processes that have taken place. I am

see IRAN, page 4

Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan with
President Hassan Rouhani
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New US Ambassador
Arrives in Yerevan

YEREVAN (Armenpress) — The new ambassador of
the United States to Armenia, Lynne Tracy, has
arrived in Armenia and is fulfilling her duties, the
embassy announced on Facebook.
“Ambassador Lynne Tracy started her work at US

Embassy Yerevan today! Welcome Madam
Ambassador,” the embassy said, posting photos of
Deputy Chief of Mission Rafik Mansour welcoming
Tracy at the embassy in Yerevan.
Tracy was sworn in as US Ambassador to the

Republic of Armenia on February 19. She is a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service. Most recent-
ly, she served as Senior Advisor for Russia Affairs in
the Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs at the
US Department of State. She was Deputy Chief of
Mission at the US Embassy in Moscow, Russia, 2014-
2017. 

Armenian Women Win
First Round of FIDE
Team Championship

ASTANA, Kazakhstan (Panorama.am) — The
Armenian national women’s team has defeated Egypt
in the first round of the FIDE World Team
Championship that kicked off today in Astana. The
tournament has brought together the strongest
national teams of 14 countries.
The leading Armenian chess player Elina

Danielyan missed the starting round. Among other
games, China defeated Hungary by 3,5:0,5 as of
19:00 Yerevan time. The Armenian team will face
Russian in the round second of the tournament.
To note, 20 teams are participating in the tourna-

ment – 10 men’s and 10 women’s teams from China,
Azerbaijan, Iran, the US, Egypt, Russia, Poland,
England, India, Ukraine, Georgia, Hungary, Armenia
and Kazakhstan.

Pashinyan Meets
Belgian-Armenian
Business Leaders

BRUSSELS (Panorama) — On the evening of
March 4, Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan met with
Armenian business community representatives in
Belgium, who are engaged in diamond processing,
real estate and cargo transportation.
The meeting was held at Villa Empain Center for

Eastern and Western Cultures and Dialogue in
Brussels. Issues related to expanding Armenian-
Belgian business ties were discussed during the
working dinner, Pashinyan’s office said.
Pashinyan briefed those present on the steps taken

by his government as part of the ongoing fundamen-
tal economic reforms, including the continued
improvement of the business environment, the facili-
tation of the investment climate, the simplification
and improvement of the applicable regulatory frame-
work, and the anticorruption campaign. The premier
noted that the government is keen to deepen bilater-
al economic cooperation and implement joint pro-
grams with Belgium.

Late Vazgen Sargsyan’s
Birthday Celebrated

YEREVAN (Armenpress) — The 60th anniversary
of National Hero of Armenia and Hero of Artsakh
Vazgen Sargsyan was celebrated through a variety of
programs. Artsakh Republic President Bako
Sahakyan was present at a memorial evening devoted
to the life and activity of the Sparapet (Chief
Commander) held at the Stepanakert Culture and
Youth Palace on March 5.
Serzh Sargsyan, second president of the Artsakh

Republic Arkady Ghukasyan, primate of the Artsakh
Diocese of the Armenian Apostolic Church
Archbishop Pargev Martirosyan, state minister
Grigori Martirosyan, defense minister Karen
Abrahamyan, Vazgen Sargsyan’s relatives and fel-
lows-in-arms, and other officials were present at the
event.

News From Armenia

BRUSSELS (RFE/RL) — The
European Union welcomes the
Armenian government’s ambitious
reform agenda and is ready to support it
with greater aid, European Council
President Donald Tusk said after meet-
ing with Prime Minister Nikol
Pashinyan in Brussels on Tuesday,
March 5.
“I admire your resolve to bring about

democratic reforms and economic devel-
opment which will benefit all
Armenians,” Tusk told Pashinyan at a
joint news briefing. “The EU will con-
tinue to support Armenia’s journey
towards becoming a consolidated
democracy and creating a better eco-
nomic future for its citizens.”
“The EU is ready to further support

your reform process with enhanced
technical and financial assistance,” he
said. “We agree with your strong
emphasis on the fight against corrup-
tion and the rule of law reform.”
Johannes Hahn, the EU commissioner

for European neighborhood and
enlargement negotiations, said in
Yerevan in late January that the EU will
provide Yerevan with additional finan-
cial assistance already this year in recog-
nition of democratic change in the coun-
try. Hahn singled out the proper con-
duct of the Armenian parliamentary
elections held in December.
Neither Hahn nor Tusk specified in

their public statements the likely
amount of the extra EU aid promised by
them.
Visiting Brussels in July, Pashinyan

criticized the EU for not boosting its
assistance to Armenia following the “vel-
vet revolution” that brought him to
power. A senior EU diplomat dismissed
the criticism at the time.
Pashinyan again called for greater EU

support for his government’s stated
reform effort at the start of his latest
trip to Brussels on Monday. “It is obvi-
ous that an enhanced assistance of the

European Union will help us move for-
ward in a more resolute and decisive
way,” he told members of the European
Parliament. “The wider the scope of the
assistance, the faster and smoother the
pace of our reforms will be.”
Speaking after his talks with Tusk,

the Armenian leader said:
“I highly appreciate the
European Union’s techni-
cal and financial support
to our government’s
reform agenda.” He
stressed the importance
of new EU “initiatives
aimed at supporting our
efforts to develop institu-
tions and reinforcing our
democratic achieve-
ments.”
“I am glad that our

European friends and
partners have a similar
approach and vision on
our bilateral agenda,” he
added.
Pashinyan also urged

an “early ratification” by
all EU member states of the EU’s
Comprehensive and Enhanced
Partnership Agreement (CEPA) with
Armenia signed in 2017.
And he again expressed hope that the

28-nation bloc will lift “in the near
future” its visa requirements for
Armenian travelling to Europe. “We do
hope that the political decision on this
matter will be taken shortly,” he said.
Pashinyan also insisted that closer

ties with the European Union sought by
his government cannot undermine
Armenia’s alliance with Russia.
“The good news is that the European

Union doesn’t set any geopolitical con-
ditions in its relations with Armenia,”
Pashinyan said at the start of a visit to
Brussels on Monday. “Our cooperation
agenda with the EU is fully [based on a]
reform agenda … and we are going to

fully implement this reform agenda.”
“I don’t think that there are contra-

dictions between our relationships with
the European Union and Russia,” he
told members of the European
Parliament’s Committee on Foreign
Affairs. “In these two relationships we

are transparent. It is very important to
insist that there is no plot against Russia
in our relations with the European
Union and there is no plot against the
EU in our cooperation with Russia.”
Pashinyan had strongly criticized

Russian-Armenian relations and, in par-
ticular, Armenia’s membership in the
EEU when he was in opposition to his
country’s former government. However,
he ruled out major changes in
Armenia’s traditional foreign policy ori-
entation immediately after coming to
power on a wave of anti-government
protests last May.
Addressing EU lawmakers, Pashinyan

stressed that there have not been “any
changes in our foreign policy strategy”
since the “velvet revolution.” “Armenia
remains committed to its foreign policy
obligations and partners,” he said.

Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan (L) and the
President of the European Council Donald Tusk arrive
for a joint statement to the media following their meet-
ing in Brussels, March 5.

EU Vows Stronger Support For
‘Reform Process’ in Armenia

YEREVAN (Armenpress) — A rally
organized by Prime Minister Nikol
Pashinyan took place on March 1, begin-
ning in Freedom Square. The rally was
dedicated to the memory of the victims
of March 1, 2008.
On February 21 Pashinyan had

announced his plans for the rally and
invited all citizens to participate.
“The rally will be dedicated to the vic-

tory of the citizens of Armenia, will be
against electoral frauds, violence, cor-
ruption and illegalities. The rally will
herald the fact that the victory of the cit-
izen and power of the citizen are irre-
versible in Armenia. There will be no
more electoral frauds in Armenia, we
clearly stand against violence in general,
as well as political violence, corruption
and illegalities,” Pashinyan emphasized.
In a televised speech, the prime min-

ister said that 11 years since the events,
it is “extremely important to give a polit-
ical assessment to what happened.” He
said that in 2008, the actions of the
then-ruling elite were not at all aimed
against an individual power, a group or
an individual, but the main and perhaps
the only targets of this violence and ille-
gal actions were the citizen of the
Republic of Armenia: their rights, their
dignity and freedom.
On behalf of the state, Pashinyan

apologized to all victims of March 1,
2008, to all victims of political murders
that took place in Armenia since inde-

pendence, to all citizens and political
forces who have been subjected to polit-
ical persecutions.
“The victims of March 1 aren’t only

Gor Kliyan, Armen Farmanyan, Tigran
Khachatryan, Hovhannes
Hovhannisyan, Davit Petrosyan, Zakar
Hovhannisyan, Grigor Gevorgyan,
Samvel Harutyunyan, Hamlet

Tadevosyan and Tigran Abgaryan, but
also every citizen of the Republic of
Armenia, every protester fighting for
their rights, because the murderer, for
example, when gunning down Davit
Petrosyan, did not know that this is
Davit Petrosyan, born April 16th 1974
in Yerevan.
“The murderer did not know that he

was shooting at Davit Petrosyan, but did
definitely know that he is shooting at a
citizen of the Republic of Armenia.
Therefore, each gunshot fired at every
victim of March 1 is a gunshot fired at
each of us,” he said.
He continued, “And today, on March

1, 2019, I would like to clearly record
that there cannot be a return to the

morals and rela-
tionships of the
past. Armenia
will not return
to the times of
c o r r u p t i o n ,
political perse-
cutions, political
violence, viola-
tion of rights,
impunity and
obscenity.
“Also to

record our uni-
versal commit-
ment to the val-
ues of the non-
violent, velvet,

people’s revolution that took place in
spring of 2018, as leader of the
Republic of Armenia, on behalf of the
state I apologize to all victims of
March 1, 2008, all victims of political
murders that took place in Armenia
since independence, all citizens and
political powers that were subjected
to political persecutions.”

March in Yerevan in memory of the 2008 victims

Pashinyan Addresses Rally Commemorating March 1 Victims
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Turkish father, daughter
File Complaints against
Each Other over Erdogan
ANKARA (Panorama.am) — A father and daughter

in the Turkish capital of Ankara have filed criminal
complaints against one another for insulting the
country’s president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
Ahvalnews reported.
The Ankara father, M.C., was first to file a com-

plaint with a prosecutor’s office on January 14, cit-
ing wording used by his daughter in an email
exchange, it said. His daughter, A.T.C., then coun-
tered the claim, accusing her father of insulting
Erdogan in a complaint she filed with a prosecutor’s
office few days later.
“My father and I were already on bad terms. What

I wrote to him was said in a moment of anger. My
father is opposed to the [ruling Justice and
Development Party] AKP… ” the daughter said in
her complaint.
The prosecutor’s office has dismissed the com-

plaint against the father. Turkish judicial authorities
on Monday also demoted a judge after he acquitted a
defendant charged with insulting the president.

Paylan Inquires about
Demolition of Charents’

House in Turkey
ISTANBUL (Panorama.am) —Istanbul-Armenian

Member of Parliament Garo Paylan, representing the
pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP) has sub-
mitted an inquiry to Turkish Culture and Tourism
Minister Mehmet Nuri Ersoy over the demolition of the
ancestral home of renowned Armenian poet Yeghishe
Charents in the town of Kars, Ermenihaber reports.
Paylan asked Ersoy whether his ministry has

implemented any project to renovate the house and
turn it into a museum which could become a place of
commemoration for Kars.
“Did you ever think that by demolishing it as an

ordinary building you can inflict pain and big disap-
pointment to people, since, as it is known, Charents
was born there?
“What steps has your ministry taken or is going to

take to properly treat the places related to the mem-
ory of Armenian artists and intellectuals and to pre-
serve them as cultural heritage?
“I believe Charents’ house has been demolished

because of his Armenian identity, do you agree with
me?” Paylan said in the inquiry which he posted on
Facebook.   

Armenian Photos
Included in Azeri Exhibit
YEREVAN (Armenpress) — The Azerbaijani

embassy in Iran hosted a photo exhibition regarding
the Khojaly events, but one of the photo exhibits on
the wall didn’t have anything to do with Khojaly – it
was a more than 100-year-old photo depicting a
dying Armenian woman during the Armenian
Genocide in the Ottoman Empire. Apparently the
Azerbaijanis were in such a hurry to collect unrelat-
ed photographs depicting death that they got the
wrong photo
The story was revealed by an Iranian media outlet,

placing Azerbaijani Ambassador to Iran Buniad
Huseynov in an embarrassing situation.
According to Iran-based Araks weekly, the Iranian

Azariha online platform first reported the incident.
“An unusual incident has taken place during this

year’s photo exhibition in Tehran. ... What’s unusual
is that several photos exhibited at this gallery are
stolen photos, which actually date back to the times
of the Armenian Genocide committed by the
Ottoman Empire, which the government of Baku has
presented to be Khojaly victims,” Azariha reported.
Azariha added that a photo depicting a dead

woman in a desert was included in the exhibition,
whereas Khojaly is located in a semi-mountainous,
cold and snow-covered area between Aghdam and
Askeran.
“Studies of the photo showed that it depicts the

forced deportation of Armenians to Syria, Aleppo in
the Ottoman Empire: the photo has been taken from
the US Library of Congress,” Azariha said.

International News

ALEPPO (news.am) —  Armenian
doctors are saving lives in Aleppo,
Artsrun Hovhannisyan, Spokesper-
son for the Ministry of Defense of
Armenia, wrote on Facebook on
Februar 24.
Also, he posted photos showing the

Armenian specialists who are con-
ducting humanitarian mission in
Syria, helping the injured.
An 83-member team — comprising

deminers, doctors, and their security
professionals — traveled from Armenia
to Syria on February 8, to provide
humanitarian and professional assis-
tance to the Syrian people.

An Armenian doctor, part of the contingent from Armenia, treats patients in Aleppo.

Armenia
Physicians Save
Lives in Aleppo 

Patients arrive for treatment in Aleppo.

SAO PAOLO (Panorama.am) — In Sao
Paulo, the Rosas de Ouro (Golden Roses)
samba school dedicated the theme of its
performance to the Amrenians.
The performance began with a refer-

ence to the Armenian Genocide and a
tribute to the victims of the events of
1915, followed by a performance of
Komitas’s song, Kroonk.
The first platform featured Adam, Eve

and Noah’s Ark which, according to the
legend, landed on Mount Ararat. This
was followed by a showing of the golden
sculptures of King Tigran the Great, as
well as the sculptures of powerful
Assyrian, Persian, Greek, Roman and
Armenian soldiers.
Next, the Brazilian samba masters

showed the history of adoption of
Christianity as a state religion in
Armenia.
“Mother Armenia” displayed Armenian

culture, particularly powerful figures
such as creator of the Armenian alphabet

Mesrop Mashtots and chansonnier
Charles Aznavour.

The initiative was supported by
the Armenian Embassy to Brazil
and the local Armenian commu-
nity. As the Foreign Ministry of
Armenia reports, the head of the
dance company Anzhelina
Bazilio, had visited Armenia in
2018 at the invitation of
Armenian Ambassador Ashot
Galoyan and held number of
meetings with officials, represen-
tatives of arts and culture sector.
The 65-minute long perfor-

mance aired live to some 140

countries and had a major political, cul-
tural, educational and promotional rele-
vance.
The performance was directed by

Andre Mashado and reflected the
milestones of Armenian history start-
ing from the land of Noah’s ark on
Mount Ararat to modern Armenia, fea-
turing also respective decorations,
Armenian national costumes and the
tricolor. The performance was accom-
panied by a song named “Viva
Armenia” written specially for the
occasion. The overall aim of the event
was to celebrate the Brazilian-
Armenian friendly relations.

Brazil Carnival Samba School Dedicates
Performance to Armenian Heritage

Some of the performers

Dancers in the Armenian tricolor

INTERNATIONAL
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IRAN, from page 1
sure that new opportunities have opened also
in terms of our relations, and we have political
will to realize them,” Pashinyan said.
Pashinyan emphasized that this was his third

visit to Iran; his first was as a reporter and the
second as a lawmaker.
Pashinyan noted the warm attitude toward

the Armenian community in Iran.
“This too strengthens our friendly attitude

towards Iran. During our one-on-one meeting
we discussed important issues, I hope that we
will be able to reach the solution of a part of
these issues during this visit,” he said.
While visiting Tehran, and later Isfahan, he

received a warm reception from thousands of
Armenian-Iranians.
Rouhani expressed certainty that both sides’

political will is sufficient in order for the
Armenian-Iranian relations to continue
strengthening.
The sides expressed certainty that not only

will Armenia and Iran maintain the high-level
ties based on mutual trust in the future, but will
also enhance and deepen them.
Speaking about the bilateral economic agen-

da, Pashinyan and Rouhani highlighted the
construction project of the third 400KW Iran-
Armenia power transmission line, which will
enable enhancing electricity and gas exchange
volumes between the two countries, thus con-
tributing to the development of economic rela-
tions and expansion of regional cooperation in
this sector.
Pashinyan and Rouhani also attached impor-

tance to the realization of the Meghri HPP pro-
ject and agreed to take practical steps in this
direction soon.
The sides concurred that the bilateral trade

turnover volumes aren’t as high as the level of
political relations. They said that both countries
should do their best for enhancing bilateral
trade volumes and boosting mutual invest-
ments.
In this context, Pashinyan spoke about the

Armenian government’s actions that are aimed
at making the investment climate more favor-
able and attractive.
In terms of boosting bilateral and regional

commercial ties, the sides attached impor-
tance to the ratification of the Eurasian
Economic Union-Iran agreement by parlia-
ments. Pashinyan and Rouhani expressed
conviction that this deal will create new
opportunities for maximally boosting trade-
economic relations between Armenia and
Iran. They said it would be useful to conduct
exhibition fairs of Armenian and Iranian
products and organize business forums in
Tehran and Yerevan after the agreement
enters into force completely.
The development of international transporta-

tion corridors was highlighted as an important
sector of cooperation, as well as the possible
participation of the Iranian side in the con-
struction of individual sections of the North-
South Road Corridor in Armenia.
At the end of the meeting the Armenian

and Iranian leaders tasked their cabinet mem-
bers to continue active discussions in accor-
dance to sectors in order to have concrete
agreements until the upcoming inter-govern-
mental sitting.
On February 28 he visited Isfahan, where he

met with the governor and representatives of
the Armenian community.
Pashinyan met with the Supreme Leader of

Iran Ayatollah Khamenei
in the sidelines of his offi-
cial visit to Iran.
During the meeting

which took place in a
warm atmosphere,
Pashinyan referred to the
political developments in
Armenia.
The Supreme leader of

Iran noted that he atten-
tive followed the develop-
ments in Armenia which
were peaceful and in line

with democratic rules.  
Pashinyan and Ayatollah Khamenei agreed

that the comprehensive and lasting settlement
of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict is possible
only through peaceful means.
Armenian leading telecommunications

company Ucom has  signed a memorandum
of cooperation with Iran and Qatar, accord-
ing to which internet transit channel will be

created linking the Gulf and Asian states with
Europe. The new channel will be an alterna-
tive to the currently operating channel pass-
ing through sea. The new one will pass
through Armenia, bypassing Turkey and
Azerbaijan.
Anna Hakobyan, Pashinyan’s wife, visited the

Araks Armenian National School in Tehran dur-
ing the visit to Iran. Hakobyan was accompa-
nied by wife of Armenia’s Ambassador to Iran
Anahit Tumanyan.
During the tour Hakobyan got acquainted

with the school conditions, talked to the stu-
dents and teachers.
Hakobyan recommended that the school chil-

dren use their time well, read a lot and study
well. 
“He who has a lot of knowledge benefits in

life. This knowledge will always help you at all
stages of life,” Anna Hakobyan said.
During the Tehran visit Hakobyan also met

with Parvin Dadandish, the wife of the chief of
staff of Iran’s President.

Pashinyan Visits Iran For High-Level Talks

Prime Minister Pashinyan takes a selfie with thousands of Armenians
gathered at the Ararat Center in Tehran.

Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan with President Hassan Rouhani and Ayatollah
Khamenei

Armenian Khachkar
At Canterbury
Cathedral Officially
Unveiled, Blessed
LONDON —  An Armenian cross-stone (khachkar), dedi-

cated to the memory of the victims of the Armenian
Genocide, was unveiled in Canterbury on March 2. The cross-
stone by the initiative of the Armenian community erected
in the Memorial Garden of the Canterbury Cathedral, a
Mother Church of the worldwide Anglican Communion, was
consecrated by the Primate of the Armenian Diocese of
Great Britain Hovakim Manukyan, the press service of
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Armenia reported.
The Ambassador of Armenia to the United Kingdom

Arman Kirakossian, Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby,
the Dean of Canterbury Robert Willis and more than 200
representatives of the Armenian community in the United
Kingdom participated at the event.
During the evensong followed by the dedication ceremony,

the Dean of Canterbury Robert Willis emphasized the sym-
bolism of installation of the Armenian cross-stone in
Canterbury, the spiritual centre of the United Kingdom, not-
ing that khachkar is considered as a symbol of peace, recon-
ciliation and hope.
In his welcoming speech Ambassador Kirakossian noted

that from this day on the Armenian cross-stone, a magnifi-
cent symbol of the Armenian medieval culture, will be a part
of the more than 1,400-year old rich history of Canterbury.
The Ambassador underlined that this cross-stone has been
marked to symbolize the Armenian genocide of 1915. In that
regard, Arman Kirakossian recalled with gratitude the efforts
of the Archbishop of Canterbury Randall Davidson, who not
only gathered and published British materials on the

Armenian Genocide, but played also a significant role in the
process of adoption of the resolution on the Armenian issue
and financial assistance, provided by the League of Nations
to the First Republic of Armenia.
According to Kirakossian, the fact that the Armenian

Genocide went unpunished was a major impetus for future
dictators and crimes against humanity as it happened during
the Holocaust, genocides in Cambodia, Rwanda and Darfur.
‘In this sense ‘Never again’ is a challenge to nations and to
us all, because it is a bitter truth that too often, the world
has failed to prevent the killing of innocent people on a mas-

sive scale,” he said. Kirakossian stressed Armenia’s commit-
ment and resolve towards a continued effort of international
recognition of the Armenian Genocide, as well as advancing
the human rights agenda, preventing atrocity crimes, includ-
ing genocides.
The main message of the Genocide is the message of sur-

vival, resilience, hope, a triumph of life over death, and cele-
bration of new victories of the Armenian people.
The participants of the event paid tribute to the

Archbishop of Canterbury Randall Davidson and laid a
wreath to his gravestone.

Dean of Canterbury Robert Willis at the Khachkar
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AUA Celebrates
Legacy of Dr.
Mihran Agbabian

LOS ANGELES — The American University
of Armenia (AUA) mourns the passing and at
the same time celebrates the life of its co-
founder and founding president, Dr. Mihran
Agbabian, who was a longtime benefactor to
the University and played an instrumental role
in establishing and shaping the academic insti-
tution. 

During Armenia’s historical transition into
nationhood in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Dr. Agbabian made a major impact on Armenia
by setting the groundwork for what has now
become known as one of the leading educa-
tional institutions in the region.

With few resources, he established the infra-
structure for a university in every sense of the
word, that included academic programs, offices
for admissions, registrar, accounting, informa-
tion and communication technologies, student
council, alumni and career development office,
and even the faculty senate. He organized the
first graduation ceremonies in 1993 and devel-
oped relations with the government and other
universities. Over the course of his five-year
tenure as founding president, Agbabian over-
saw tremendous growth at AUA, which started

with three degree programs in 1991 and added
four more programs in subsequent years.
Today, AUA offers 9 graduate and 5 undergrad-
uate degree programs to nearly 2,000 students. 

“I was fortunate to collaborate with Mihran
in founding the University,” said Dr. Armen Der
Kiureghian, current president of AUA and co-
founder of the University. “He was a role mod-
elfor me, a mentor, and a source of inspiration.
His legacy will live on at AUA forever.”

Both Agbabian and Der Kiureghian were dis-
patched with a team of seismologists and earth-
quake engineers to Gyumri (Leninakan at the
time) by the United States National Academy of
Sciences following the tragic earthquake in
1988 in order to assess the effects of the earth-
quake and provide technical assistance. As engi-
neers who were also involved in academia,
Agbabian at the University of Southern
California and Der Kiureghian at the University
of California Berkeley, they saw the opportuni-
ty to create hope in Armenia through education
and an American-style institution. The AUA
opened its doors on September 21, 1991, the
same day that the Armenian Parliament
declared independence, with Agbabian as the
Founding President of the University, Der
Kiureghian as the Founding Dean of the
College of Engineering, and Dr. Stepan
Karamardian as the Founding Dean of the
College of Business. Since then, the University
has influenced the lives of thousands of stu-
dents and 4,000 alumni.

see AGBABIAN,page 7

Hagopian
Shoots His
Way Into
Suffolk
History

By Joe Rice

BOSTON (Suffolk Journal) — After a long,
illustrious career as a Suffolk Ram, senior Mike
Hagopian will be leaving the team standing
alone as the single most prolific shooter from
beyond the arc in the school’s history.

But the guard from Watertown was looking to
leave more than just a legacy during game day.

“If I could leave one impression here at
Suffolk, I want to be remembered as someone
who never quit,” said Hagopian in a recent inter-
view with the Suffolk Journal.

Junior forward Steve DiPrizio believes he has
accomplished that through his selflessness as a
leader and teammate, as well as commenting on
his outstanding work ethic.

“He loves to celebrate the success of his team-
mates,” said DiPrizio in a recent interview with
the Journal. “He’s a guy who stays in the gym

late and gets in early to get shots up and work
on his game.”

Sophomore guard Brendan Mulson, in a
recent interview with the Journal, added to what
DiPrizio had said, noting Hagopian’s ability to
mentor young players.

“[Hagopian] is a really good guy off the court,”
said Mulson. “Since day one, him and all the
seniors took me in under their wing. I’ve gotten
really close with [Hagopian] and the bond that
basketball brings won’t be broken for a lifetime.
I consider him one of my best friends.”

“He didn’t miss a game in all four years of
playing, and each game gave his teammates all
he had to help put us in a position to win,” said
DiPrizio.

As a captain, DiPrizio added it is the selfless-
ness of Hagopian that speaks the most to him as
an individual both on, and off, the court.

Though he has etched himself into Suffolk
lore through his collegiate impact, Hagopian
started his days of domination far before ever
touching the wooden floors of the Regan
Gymnasium.

Hagopian began as a second grader playing
biddy basketball. Always ahead of the competi-
tion, he was ordered not to steal the ball away
from opponents and not to press on defense. On
top of that, he was one of the rare kids who

see HAGOPIAN, page 7

Visiting Armenian Policy
Fellows Work With the
City of L.A. to Jumpstart

Change at Home
LOS ANGELES — In the quarter century since gaining independence from

the Soviet Union, the Republic of Armenia has struggled to establish a stable
and genuine democratic government. Last year’s “velvet revolution,” one of the
most peaceful regime changes in the country’s history, offered many new hope.

But challenges are many, and the country con-
tinues to navigate the opportunities and
obstacles that come with the transition to a
democratic government.

To tackle these challenges, Los Angeles
Mayor Eric Garcetti, L.A. Councilmember Paul Krekorian, and University of
Southern California (USC) Dornsife teamed up with the government of Armenia
to form the USC Institute of Armenian Studies Policy Fellows Program.

“This fellowship brings public servants from Armenia to observe, engage with,
learn from and contribute to the work of various L.A. city departments,” said
Salpi Ghazarian, director of the
USC Institute of Armenian
Studies. “It’s a program that
bridges the intellectual capacities
of the university, the administra-
tive and governance capacity of
the City of Los Angeles, and the
new, exciting needs of the govern-
ment of Armenia.”

The program responds to the
historical changes currently occur-
ring in the Republic of Armenia.

“The world expected post-
Soviet societies to naturally tran-
sition to functioning democra-
cies,” said Ghazarian, “forgetting
that the frameworks that make for
effective, participatory governance don’t exist there.”

To help Armenia approach sustainable governance, the Institute of Armenian
Studies invites mid-career public servants to L.A. to experience the inner work-
ings of a democratic society. Intended to facilitate an open dialogue between
Armenian and American policymakers, the fellows program encourages the two
governments to learn and grow from one another.

Anna Aktaryan and Davit Shindyan were the first two fellows to make the trek
from Armenia. Aktaryan and Shindyan spent the Fall 2018 semester working
with the city’s planning and public works department and sanitation depart-
ment, respectively.

“In [Shindyan’s] case, he benefited not just from the available research and
observing the city’s processes, but also from meeting with innovators and entre-
preneurs in a quickly changing sector,” said Ghazarian.

When not working directly with the city, the fellows spent time at USC, inter-
acting with the faculty and research centers on campus offer policy solutions
through an academic lens. Using academia to understand the larger context of
Armenia’s governance challenges and the skills picked up from their work, the
fellows will return home to share what they’ve learned to help jumpstart change.

With the second cohort of policy fellows arriving in late February, Ghazarian
has high hopes for the future of the program.

“In general, this is a most direct path between scholarship, USC and global
impact,” she said.  For Armenia, in this crucial moment in its history, the lessons
gained from the program promise to be revolutionary.

SC Dornsife Institute of Armenian Studies Policy Fellows Anna Aktaryan, left, and
Davit Shindyan. (Photo: Courtesy of Salpi Ghazarian)

By Laura Russell 

“The world expected
post-Soviet societies
to naturally transi-
tion to functioning 
democracies... 
forgetting that the
frameworks that make
for effective, participa-
tory governance don’t
exist there.”
Salpi Ghazarian
Director of the USC Institute of
Armenian Studies

Dr. Mihran Agbabian

Mike Hagopian



MILWAUKEE, Wis. (Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel) — A 104-year-old Milwaukee photog-
rapher who survived the Armenian genocide,
shot photos of President Franklin Roosevelt
and saw Babe Ruth play at Yankee Stadium has
died.

B. Artin Haig died Monday, March 4, of nat-
ural causes at St. John’s on the Lake where he
lived.

In an interview with the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel in December, Haig talked about the
incredible things he did and witnessed in his
eventful life. That included watching his favorite

players Lou Gehrig and Babe Ruth while he
lived in New York.

“I used to go to baseball games and I used to
sit on the third base side because I liked to see
them steal home,” Haig said.

Haig would have turned 105 in August. 
In an earlier interview with the paper, he had

said, “I used to go to baseball games and I used
to sit on the third base side because I liked to
see them steal home.” 

“Babe Ruth was my favorite player and Lou
Gehrig second. Babe Ruth was not only friend-
ly, he was outgoing,” said Haig. “Lou Gehrig
was a very good player. He was actually a bet-
ter player than Babe Ruth though Babe Ruth
had a few more home runs.”

That’s true — Babe Ruth hit 714 homers and
Gehrig, whose career was cut short by the ill-
ness that now carries his name, hit 493.

Born Haig Artin Kojababian in Armenia in
1914, less than a week after the start of World
War I, he was orphaned at the age of 4 or 5. He
saw his mother dragged away by Turkish sol-

diers; his father, a math professor, disappeared.
His family was wealthy and among the ruling
class in their Armenian village of Hadjin. 

He fled Armenia and lived with an uncle in
Constantinople, then moved to Marseilles,
France, and Buenos Aires, Argentina, before
immigrating to New York when he was around
10 years old. There, a distant cousin owned a
photography studio in Times Square. Haig
wanted to photograph pretty girls and he asked
his cousin, who took pictures for theater pro-
ducer Flo Ziegfeld, what he needed to do to
become a professional photographer.

“I learned photography from
him. He made me study chemistry
so I knew how to mix chemicals. I
would add chemicals for more
contrast,” said Haig.

While he was in high school,
the always nattily dressed Haig
worked at a grocery store for an
uncle who operated a large
Oriental rug business and as a
messenger on Wall Street. He
remembers the 1929 Wall Street
crash, which led to the Great
Depression. “But it didn’t affect
me. We still worked, but tips were
not as good.”

His skills as a photographer
improved and eventually photography would
become his life’s work.

Haig moved to Washington, DC, and worked
for Underwood & Underwood, a news photog-
raphy company that had studios at hotels where
brides would come to get their photos taken. At
that time, Haig recalled, brides would arrange
for photos to be taken by two or three photog-
raphers free of charge before choosing their
favorite to hire.

He also found his own bride at Underwood &
Underwood — his wife, Mabel, who was known
as Caroline, was a receptionist at the firm. They
were married for more than four decades before
she died in 1977 of lung cancer.

Though he became known for his bridal pho-
tography, Haig was also Underwood &
Underwood’s White House photographer, and
he snapped photos of the most famous
Washington resident.

Haig and two assistants always traveled to
the White House early to set up lights and cam-
eras before President Franklin Roosevelt

arrived. Haig got only seven to eight minutes to
take as many pictures as he could — usually
around a dozen shots — before the busy
Roosevelt needed to be somewhere else.

“I would talk to him and when I got a good
expression I snapped the picture,” said Haig. 

One time, Roosevelt’s French cuffs were

scrunched up and Haig helped the president
smooth them out.

“The next time I saw him he didn’t remember
my name but he said, ‘Are you going to fix my
cuffs?’ I said, ‘Yes sir, Mr. President,’ “ Haig said.
“I was never shy to speak freely. I would say
‘Mr. President, when I’m taking the pictures,
I’m the boss.’”

“If he didn’t like what the person was wear-
ing, he would make them change,” said his
daughter, Dolores Mishelow. “He thought if it
wasn’t flattering, they wouldn’t like it. They
never complained.”

He moved from Washington, D.C., to Dallas
to work for Gittings, a prominent portrait stu-
dio at a time when portrait photography was
big. Haig moved to Milwaukee in 1954 and
bought a photography studio next to
Chapman’s Department Store across from the
Pfister Hotel on Wisconsin Avenue.

He later opened up B. Artin Haig

Photography studios elsewhere in the
Milwaukee area.

At the age of 93 he traveled back to his home-
land with his daughters, but his village had
been destroyed by the Turks during the
Armenian genocide.

“There wasn’t much that he recognized,” said

Mishelow. “He had never been back since he
escaped at night with the help of the Kurdish
people. I’m sure it was very emotional for him.
I think it was exciting for him to see.”

He continued taking photos into his 90s, by
then using Hasselblad cameras. As his eyesight
weakened, he used an assistant and had some-
one carry his camera equipment. He tried digi-
tal photography, but Haig never warmed up to
it. To Haig, film remained the best medium.

“Photography to me is as creative as any
painting can be. I feel we can make a better pic-
ture than any painter can make it,” said Haig.

Funeral services will be held at 10 a.m.
Saturday at St. John’s on the Lake chapel, 1840
N. Prospect Ave., Milwaukee.

He is survived by four daughters, Caroline
Case, Dolores Mishelow, Raquel Gutherie and
Artyn Gardner, nine grandchildren, 17 great-
grandchildren and one great-great-grand-
daughter.
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AGBABIAN, from page 5
Born in Cyprus in 1923, Dr. Agbabian was

raised in Aleppo, Syria, and studied at the
American University of Beirut in Lebanon,
where he received two Bachelor’s degrees in
Physics and Engineering. He continued his edu-
cation in the U.S. earning his Master’s degree in
Engineering from the California Institute of
Technology and his Ph.D. in Civil Engineering
from the University of California at Berkeley.
Dr. Agbabian founded the consulting engi-
neering firm, Agbabian Associates, and subse-
quently joined the faculty of USC as Chairman
of the Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department from 1984-1992. Dr. Agbabian
was an elected member of the U.S. National
Academy of Engineering and the National
Academy of Sciences of Armenia, as well as a
Distinguished Alumnus of UC Berkeley and
Caltech. He was the recipient of the Ellis
Island Medal of Honor; the Movses Khorenatsi
Medal from the President of the Republic of
Armenia for exceptional achievement in edu-
cational development; the Sahag-Mesrob
Medal from His Holiness Karekin I, Catholicos
and Supreme Patriarch of All Armenians; the
Saint Mesrob Medal from His Holiness Aram I,
Catholicos of the See of Cilicia; and the Saint
Vartan Medal from His Holiness John Peter
XVIII, Catholicos of the Armenian Catholic
Church. Dr. Agbabian gave years of service to
many organizations, including as a Central
Board Member of AGBU, co-chair of the
Boards of Haigazian University in Beirut and
the Armenian Film Foundation in Los
Angeles, a faithful member to the Armenian
Missionary Association of America serving as
its West Coast vice chair, and as co-chair of the

Armenian Assembly of America during its for-
mative years. He was a member of the
Armenian Evangelical Union of North America
and a member and former deacon of the
United Armenian Congregational Church.
Along with his dedicated wife, Elizabeth, AUA
remained a priority in their lives as they
worked hard in unison to build a strong foun-

dation for the university, from California to
Armenia. 

The couple instilled the same pride and com-
mitment to AUA and the homeland in their
three sons, Paul (married to Kate Nyberg),
Bryan (married to Valina Ghoukassian), and
Michael, as well as their three granddaughters,
Sabrina, Erika, Lori, and a grandson, Arman.

A memorial service will be held on Saturday,
March 16 at 2 p.m. at United Armenian
Congregational Church, 3480 Cahuenga Blvd,
Los Angeles. 

AUA Celebrates Legacy of Dr. Agbabian

HAGOPIAN, from page 5
could dribble with his off-hand.

“My dad would tell that it would separate me
from the rest, if I can dribble and make layups
with my left,” said Hagopian.

Hagopian was also a baseball and football
player for seven years, before deciding to focus
on basketball.

Entering high school at Watertown High with
a stature of 5 foot, 3 inches and weighing 100
pounds, Hagopian would make the varsity squad
as a freshman despite being smaller than most.

After starting for two years as a junior and senior,
Hagopian made enough of an impact to attract the
attention of then Rams head coach Adam Nelson,
much like many other DIII programs.

“I had over 15 other schools recruiting me,”

remembered Hagopian. “Ultimately, I did my
research on Suffolk’s business school and saw
how good it was. I loved the location in Boston
and I saw it as a place where I could impact
greatly. I saw the previous records and thought
I could help turn that around.”

After four years, Hagopian has netted 233
three-point field goals, good for six more than
anyone else in Ram history. On top of that, the
four-year starter totaled more than 1,000 career
points. Most of all, he was a reliable teammate.

“For however many minutes he’s on the court
he will give you all he has got from the tip until
the last buzzer,” said DiPrizio. “He’s a guy we
knew we could rely on when we needed some-
one to knock down a shot, a guy we knew could
help get us a stop on defense when we needed

it the most.”
Mulson later added Hagopian’s ability to

remain composed during crucial stretches of a
game will be forever a lasting impression on him.

“[Hagopian] is always calm and never gets too
big for the moment, he stays calm when the
going gets tough.

Hagopian is looking to continue to play after
college, as he has been in contact with teams over-
seas in hopes to expand on his basketball career.

Nonetheless, Hagopian realizes his days as a
Ram are over, but hopes he can leave an impres-

sion that everyone within the basketball pro-
gram will remember fondly.

“I hope that all that I have accomplished, all
the work I put in inspires those that come after
me. Gave this team everything I had for four
years. I hope I am able to leave a legacy behind,
and to always be remembered within the school.
People will outscore me, I’m sure someone will
break the three-point record at some point as
well, but no one can take away what I endured
through this program. It’s truly been a plea-
sure,” said Hagopian.

Hagopian Shoots His Way into Suffolk History

St. James Men’s Club Dinner Meeting
To Feature Steven Biondolillo

WATERTOWN — On Monday, April 1, there will be a St. James Armenian Church Men’s
Club dinner meeting at the Charles Mosesian Cultural and Youth Center in Watertown.
This meeting will be celebrated as a “Father, Daughter, and Son” evening. The speaker

will be Steven Biondolillo, a pioneer in the fields of
public health and human services marketing, and
peer-to-peer special-event fundraising. His presenta-
tion topic is titled “Rethinking Teambuilding.” 

The pressure on high-performance teams is as great
as it has ever been. Yet, due to two critical trend lines,
the ability of teams to excel is often at risk. The first
trend line is the burgeoning number of individuals in
the nation’s workforce who are telecommuting.
People don’t see each other anymore. The second
revolves around communications technology and the
widespread use of email, texting, and social media, all
of which promote a shallow/shorthand way of con-
necting. These trend lines militate against the opti-
mum development of high-performance teams, whose
members need to communicate deeply, understand
profoundly, and attach squarely to the team and its
objectives. Biondolillo will briefly discuss these
trends, explain the shortcomings of “typical team

builders,” and offer a powerful yet basic solution to the challenge of building teams.
This St James Men’s Club Father, Daughter, and Son dinner meeting will begin with a

social hour and mezza at 6:15 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m. 
Ladies are invited. 

Steven Biondolillo

Suffolk student-athlete Mike Hagopian competes as a member of the under-20 Armenian national
basketball team.



CATENA, from page1
had not wanted to work in the mission field in
Africa, he said that he would have stayed
longer. 

He said he always liked reading about other
societies and cultures as a youth, but as a
Catholic, he felt a calling to do missionary work
when he was in college. He pointed out that
having four older brothers already married with
children made it easier for his parents to sup-
port his doing this work, no longer feeling the
need to push him for grandchildren. 

Catena did several short medical mission
trips in 1997 and 1998, and after completing
his residency in 1999, worked in Kenya with the
Catholic Medical Missionary Board (CMMB) as
a missionary doctor until 2007. He then helped
found the Mother of Mercy Hospital in the vil-
lage of Gidel in the Nuba Mountains of Sudan
in 2008. He has been the only doctor perma-
nently based in this region of South Kordofan,
serving as many as 750,000 people, and
remained there after fighting broke out
between the Khartoum-based government and
the Nuba people several years later, in what
many call a campaign of ethnic cleansing.
Patients trekked there for all types of diseases
and medical problems, to which were added war
and famine victims. 

Already isolated due to its geography, the
Nuba region became even more difficult of
access for international humanitarian organiza-
tions during the fighting and a blockade by the
Sudanese government. Fortunately, the conflict
has been quiet for a year and a half. Catena
explained that the biggest problem for access
now is that the roads are terrible. In the dry sea-
son, it would take six hours to make it from the
hospital to beyond the mountains, but during
the rainy season from May to the end of
October the roads turn to mud and it is tricky
to get out due to flooding. 

Due to lack of resources, deprived of most of
the tools of modern technology, Catena has had
to improvise or use outmoded forms of treat-
ment. Often working around the clock in
extremely difficult situations, he has saved
many lives and is locally revered by Christian

and Muslim alike according to most accounts.
New York Times journalist Nicholas Kristof
reported a few years ago in a column about him
titled “‘He’s Jesus Christ’”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/28/opin-
ion/sunday/nicholas-kristof -hes-jesus-
christ.html) that he did all this on a salary of
only $350 a month, with no pension or health
insurance. 

Aurora Humanitarian Initiative

The Aurora Humanitarian Initiative  that
Catena chairs is called by its three Armenian
founders, Noubar Afeyan, Ruben Vardanyan
and Vartan Gregorian, “gratitude in action” on
behalf of the descendants of the survivors of
the Armenian Genocide and includes among its
components the Aurora Prize for Awakening
Humanity, the Aurora Dialogues, the Aurora
Humanitarian Index, the Gratitude Projects
and the 100 Lives Initiative. Catena came to
this position by first being selected as the 2017
Aurora Prize laureate in May of that year—in
other words, he was one of the “modern-day
saviors” whom the Aurora founders wished to
empower in the humanitarian field. In recogni-

tion of the courage and commitment he evinced
in his work, he received a $100,000 grant and
was able to give a further $1 million to encour-
age organizations of his choice. He chose
the African Mission Healthcare
Foundation (USA), the Catholic Medical
Mission Board (USA), and Aktion
Canchanabury (Germany).

Now, Catena said, “In the role as chairman, I
think what the fund is looking for is more or
less for someone to be the public face of
Aurora.” As such, he already is raising the pro-
file of Aurora by representing it at various func-
tions, including public events, speaking engage-
ments, meetings, and press interviews. 

While perhaps too modest to say this himself,
a public relations assistant pointed out that
Catena can inspire people to take action and is
an excellent role model. As an American, he can
show Americans and other Westerners that it is
indeed possible to make a great difference in
peoples’ lives through personal sacrifice and
commitment, whether as a doctor or in other
fields.   

Furthermore, as Catena and the other
Aurora finalists and laureates are evidence of

what Aurora is doing now, hopefully people will
wish to give resources to support this type of
work and these types of individuals.  

Catena added that his work included helping
to plan for the future work of Aurora and help
formulate new ideas. He said, “A lot of it, the
way I see it, is also advising Aurora on how to
proceed and what to do as a humanitarian orga-
nization. Right now, we have the Aurora Prize,
but what else does it mean to be Aurora? In
what direction do we want to go?” 

To avoid duplication of the efforts of others,
Catena is trying to learn what others are doing
and seeing how Aurora can fit in. He said, “I
think for Aurora, at least for now, we are inter-
ested more in direct support and direct aid to
small people.” In other words, not being a large
organization like the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, Aurora can work on the grassroots
level in a nimble fashion. Whether it can later
take on more of an advocacy role remains to be
seen. 

Catena has been out of the Sudan for three
months and aside from his speaking engage-
ments with the public, has begun meeting with
nongovernmental organizations, United
Nations organizations, World Health
Organization (WHO), and many other interna-
tional actors, gathering information about what
they do and seeing how Aurora fits in the whole
humanitarian sphere. 

In effect, there are three groups of people
with whom Catena is talking during his present
tour. Aside from the humanitarian sector there
are also religious groups (for example, while at
the University of Southern California in
February he spoke at the Caruso Catholic
Center) and Armenians. 

When asked why he would take time from his
work in the Sudan to which he is so dedicated,
he replied, “I was interested in working with
Aurora to take it to a more global scale, or if not
global, at least in an African context.” He said
that perhaps he could duplicate what was being
done in Nuba elsewhere and would like to high-
light people doing similar work in different

continued on next page
from previous page
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Dr. Tom Catena Brings Inspiration from Nuba
Mountains to Aurora Initiative’s Global Mission

Armine Barkhudaryan from Armenia and Tom Catena at the Mother of Mercy Hospital (photo cour-
tesy Aurora Humanitarian Initiative)



places and get them resources so they can
extend what they are doing to broader commu-
nities. 

He said that the UN and large organizations
do not have a presence in places like Nuba,
which are closed off, so that if you can provide
information from people already working in iso-
lated conflict zones and other neglected areas,
this is already a very useful function. 

The Aurora planning process will take time.
Catena said, “I have a long view of this stuff. It
will take a few years to really get solidified in
what we are exactly doing, but I think we are off
to a good start. We have learned quite a bit over
the past couple of months. I think Aurora has
some very doable and workable ideas in this
context and will add something to the humani-
tarian sector.”

Dedicated to Nuba

While accepting his position at Aurora,
Catena has not stopped doing his work in Nuba.
He will go back and forth. At present he has
been out for over three months but will return
there in early March. While in Nuba he antici-
pates communicating through email and Skype
for Aurora work but will not be able to physi-
cally leave during six months. While in the
Sudan, the nuts and bolts of the Aurora opera-
tions will be continued by Chief Operating
Officer Dr. Hayk Demoyan, formerly the direc-
tor of the Armenian Genocide Museum-
Institute. Then from September to November,
Catena will be out in the broader world again. 

His commitment to Nuba is such that even
when he left to receive the Aurora Prize in
2017, he set as a condition for the trip finding
replacement doctors. Aurora was able to find
three Armenian doctors who came to the

Sudan for about two weeks. 
At present, there is a pediatrician who has

joined the hospital in Nuba for a couple of
years, but when Catena travels, he always has to
find replacements for himself. Right now, while
he is abroad, there are three different doctors
hired on contract from Uganda for a three-
month period to cover surgery, adult medicine,
and other medical work. Catena is still looking
for volunteers to come out for the next three-
month period as volunteers, including a sur-

geon and a general doctor for maternity care,
but if there are no volunteers the Ugandans will
have to be hired again. 

Catena is not just a physician in Africa, but
also a Catholic missionary. However, his

approach is not a direct and aggressive one. He
prefers, he said, “to inspire people by your
actions,” and likes an expression attributed to
St. Francis, whether or not it may be apoc-
ryphal. St. Francis supposedly said, according
to Catena, to preach always, and sometimes use
words. Catena said, “First you show the love of

Christ by your actions, then with time you talk
in a quiet way, not with a lot of loudness and
too many words. Your faith will speak for you.”
Catena also, incidentally, says he has a great
appreciation of Armenian Christianity.

His understated approach allows him to work
with all kinds of organizations, and he similarly
sees Aurora as bringing together people of all
religious beliefs. He said, “The way I see it,
Aurora is a secular organization which allows
for the expression of different faiths. … For
Aurora, humanitarianism is something that can
cross faiths, hopefully celebrating the good in
each of them.” He noted as an example that the
last Aurora laureate chosen is a Muslim. 

His personal view on the Armenian Genocide
is that “the more things are shoved under the
rug, the easier it is to have them happen again.”
In other words, education and the work for jus-
tice for the Armenian Genocide are important
for ongoing genocides as in Darfur and Nuba or
of the Rohingya. 

Catena has seen that dehumanization, often
through tradition or religion, can lead people to
commit genocide. He said, “The only counter-
weight to that is to bring it out in the open, rec-
ognize it and somehow try to forgive what has
happened. Then you can start to go on track
again. Otherwise all you have is revenge.”
Revenge killings and feuds are a big problem,
he said, in the South Sudan, though not where
his hospital is. 

For the Nubans, the main issue is the ethnic

problem, with the people they call Arabs, who
have oppressed them. One way he thinks for
the Nuba to overcome the situation of being
treated as inferiors is to become really good at
something so that the others come to them for
help. The medial work of the hospital is one
example that reaches throughout Sudan, and
people before the fighting did come long dis-
tances for their help. 

To those who wish to do humanitarian work
all their lives, Catena advises that there are going
to be sacrifices along the way. He said, “Forget
about living a Western lifestyle. Forget about hav-
ing a Western life. Forget about the family that
you grew up with. All of this is sacrifice.” 

He said that all of this is weighed against
what you want to do. He has gotten used to the
life in Nuba. He said, “The living conditions for
some people might be intolerable, but not for
me. I prefer living in that environment.” 

He continued, “The sacrifice for me comes
with not seeing the family for three years, and
not seeing my nephews and nieces grow up.  I
am older and we don’t have any kids yet so I
have missed out on all that stuff. You have to
accept some of these things if you want to do it
long term. It is really up to the individual.”

However, it is not necessary for everyone to
go to this extreme and there are other levels or
ways to help. Catena said that many people
work in the field for several years after finishing
their studies, and then return to their homes in
the West. Though they cannot do all that can
be done on the spot, they can continue to work
at an administrative level for humanitarian
organizations. Other people contribute finan-
cially after switching fields. 
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Map of Sudan and Nuba Mountains (courtesy OperationBrokenSilence.org)

Tom Catena in Armenia (photo courtesy Aurora Humanitarian Initiative)

Temporary physician replacements from Armenia, from left, Gevorg Voskanyan, Armine
Barkhudaryan and Hayk Hovhannisyan with Tom Catena in the Mother of Mercy Hospital (photo
courtesy Aurora Humanitarian Initiative)
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ANNIVERSARY, from page 1
roles of past chairmen and members in reaching this golden
anniversary as well as the members of the fiftieth anniversary
committee, which included Talia Bouldoukian, Katia
Buchakjian, Sylvia Buzantian, Aline Madalian, Nanor Kradjian
and Margaret Janikian, along with Hartounian, Ilanjian, TCA
Greater New York Treasurer Barkev Kalayjian and chapter
adviser Nadya Boyadjian. 

Hartounian acknowledged the generosity and support of
event benefactors Ed and Carmen Gulbenkian, and Vartan
Nazerian of Los Angeles, and emphasized that “Our mission
has always been and will always be to promote Armenian cul-
tural and educational activities around the world.” 

Ilanjian then read a congratulatory letter to the chapter from
the TCA Central Board, which stated, among other things, that
“You have invigorated and enriched our culture through many
projects in theater, arts and literature. You have projected your
activities well beyond the circle of your membership, serving
the needs of the entire community.” 

Very Rev. Norayr Kazazian, a vartabed now serving in the
Eastern Diocese of the Armenian Church of America who pre-
viously was Director of the Gulbenkian Library and Dean of Sts.
Tarkmanchatz Armenian School in Jerusalem, took the podium
to add his congratulations. He spoke with pride of his days as
a student in the TCA Vahan Tekeyan School of Beirut and
voiced his joy in seeing Armenians coming together in the dias-
pora in the name of their culture and heritage.  

Special guests that evening included
Ambassador Mher Margaryan, Permanent
Representative of the Republic of Armenia to
the United Nations, and TCA Central Board
President Edmond Y. Azadian, Executive
Director Aram Arkun, and board members
Hagop Vartivarian, Kevork Marashlian and
Mihran Minassian. 

One of the highlights of the evening was
when Ambassador Margaryan, President
Azadian and benefactors Ed and Carmen
Gulbenkian were called forth to participate in
the cutting of the 50th-anniversary cake.  

Singer André Hovnanyan energized the
crowd with his lively musical presentations. He

TCA of Greater New York Marks Its 50th Anniversary             

André singing at the TCA celebration

From left, Vartan Ilanjian, Saro Hartounian, Varoujan Avedikian,
Rosalyn Minassian, Mihran Minassian

From left, Varoujan Avedikian, Aram Arkun, Kevork Marashlian
First row from left: Vartan Ilanjian, Garo Minassian, Ara Mouradian, Baydzar Minassian; standing from left: Shenorig Minassian, Sana
and Vatche Minassian, Angie Mouradian, Anita and Vahe Hovsepian, Very Rev. Norayr Kazazian

From left, John Mardirossian, Anahit Ghazaryan, Madlene Andonian, Hagop Vartivarian, Hilda Adil, Jacques Gulekijian, Nora
Markarian, Henry Dimijian, Jacques and Maggie Hajjar.

Carmen Gulbenkian, left, and Hilda Hartounian
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                 With Valentine’s Day Dinner-Dance Celebration

TCA Greater New York organizers and chapter leaders with TCA Central Board members, benefactors Ed and Carmen Gulbenkian and Amb. Mher Margaryan

and DJ Shant kept the audience dancing and clapping through-
out the evening. In a video interview of the event, André thanked
TCA for inviting him to this event, and in several Armenian tele-
vision programs aired in following weeks, André expressed his
amazement and pleasure that even some fourth-generation
Armenian-Americans had come to the Tekeyan event to enjoy
Armenian music and dance that evening.  

André is extremely popular in Armenia. He was born in
Stepanakert, Artsakh, in 1979, and began singing at the early
age of 3. He wrote his first song at the age of 9 and won the
“Road to Renaissance” musical contest six years later. In 1998,
he began to work as a professional at the State Theater of
Music in Yerevan, while studying at the Yerevan State
Conservatory, and eventually obtained his doctorate.

In 2006, André was the first artist to repre-
sent Armenia in the Eurovision song contest
in Athens, and finished in eighth place. He
has served as a judge in various television
shows in Armenia such as “Pop Idol,” “My
Name Is…”, “Premiere,” and “The X-Factor,”
and had his own reality show called

“Andrenaline.” He has been living in Los Angeles for about
three years and soon he will open his own Andre Art Academy
school for music and dance there. 

The evening included an extensive silent auction.
TCA Greater New York Chair Hartounian after the event

declared it to be a complete success. More than 250 tickets
were sold for the venue, so that full capacity was reached.
Hartounian said, “This was a wonderful event that allowed us
to celebrate our golden anniversary in an enjoyable atmos-
phere. Our community rallied together once more to show its
support for Tekeyan’s activities. We remain invigorated and
ready to continue our mission in the greater New York area and
invite all who share the goal of disseminating Armenian culture
to join us.”   

From left, Vartan Ilanjian, Ed Gulbenkian, Carmen Gulbenkian and Edmond
Azadian

From left, Hilda Hartounian, Silvia Buzantian, Margaret Janikian,
Katia Buchakjian, Aline Madalian, Nanor Kradjian

From left, Hagop Vartivarian, Katia Buchakjian, Nadya Boyadjian, Sylvia Buzantian, Barkev Kalayjian, Talia
Bouldukian, Aline Madalian, Hilda Hartounian, Vartan Ilanjian and Margaret Janikian

From left, Carmen Gulbenkian, Ambassador Mher Margaryan,
Ed Gulbenkian

From left, Nadya Boyadjian, Linda Tarzian, Serda Belekdanian,
Sharon Chipolone, Suzi Azarian, Aleen Santana, Hilda
Hartounian and Anahid Hagopian 
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104th Commemoration of
Armenian Genocide to
Take Place in Times Sq.
NEW YORK — A culturally unique perfor-

mance will be presented by popular singer Elie
Berberian at the 104th commemoration of the
Armenian Genocide in the heart of New York
City on Sunday, April 28, from 2 to 4 p.m.
The program, which will take place in Times

Square, will feature prominent politicians who
advocate for genocide commemoration while
championing the Republic of Armenia, in addi-
tion to human rights activists, academics and
artists. 
During his tribute, Berberian will sing the

famous Charles Aznavour song, Ils Sont
Tombés, (They Fell), to pay homage to the
memory of the victims of the Armenian
Genocide, whom the Armenian Church now
considers saints, as well as to the late singer
who passed away late last year.
“Aznavour is the biggest legend in the histo-

ry of Armenian artists and I want his words
about the genocide and his memory to project
from the center of the world, in New York’s
Times Square,” said Berberian. 
The event will also feature the poetry of the

renowned Hovhannes Shiraz, Intz Guh
Moranam (I Forget Myself) set to music by
Majag Toshikian. Berberian seeks to “immor-
talize Shiraz’s divine words.” 
The third song, Hayer Miatzek (Armenians

Unite), by Gusan Haykazun, “is a diasporan
message to send to all Armenians to remain a
united front”
according to him.
He cites the mes-
sage of peace and
love in the song. 
“Even though

many years have
passed since the
A r m e n i a n
Genocide, it does
not stop me from
remembering it
and instead it
gives me more
drive,” said
Berberian. “We
are paying tribute to the ultimate cause that
concerns every Armenian in his or her heart.”
The commemoration will be led by the mas-

ters of ceremonies Armen McOmber, Esq. and
Nvair Beylerian, who will guide the program as
the Armenian Diaspora continues its unyield-
ing efforts to remember, to honor and to edu-
cate the world about this catastrophic event in
Armenian history that took place in 1915 and
claimed the lives of almost 2 million Armenians
— a chapter in history that goes unrecognized
to this day by the Turkish government.

“We must remain diligent, not only to
demand genocide recognition, but to share our
story with the world so they can learn from our
tragedy and our burden,” said Beylerian. “The
mechanisms that led to ripping our people’s
roots from our land and nearly annihilating the
Armenian people from this earth have been
used by other perpetrators over and over
again. Denial of genocide is complicity. It sows
the seeds for cyclical evil.”
Founded in 1985 by the late Sam Azadian, a

former Brooklyn, New York resident, who lost
four siblings during the Armenian Genocide,
the Armenian Genocide Commemoration at
Times Square has honored the 1.5+ million
Armenian lives lost during the horrific events
of the 1915 Genocide of the Armenians by the
Young Turk Government of the Ottoman
Empire. This internationally-recognized annual
event draws thousands of Armenians and non-
Armenian participants to commemorate the
solemn occasion. The event features speeches
and tributes delivered by prominent political
figures and civic leaders, officials of the
Knights and Daughters of Vartan, representa-
tives of major Armenian-American organiza-
tions, and distinguished scholars and educa-
tors as well as high-ranking Armenian and non-
Armenian clergy.

Armenian American
Museum Appoints Shant
Sahakian as Executive
Director
GLENDALE — The Armenian American

Museum Board of Trustees has announced the
appointment of Shant Sahakian as executive
director, effective March 1.
“The Board of Trustees are pleased to wel-

come Mr. Shant Sahakian as the Executive
Director of the Armenian American Museum,”
stated Executive Chairman Berdj Karapetian.
“Mr. Sahakian brings strong leadership and
community relations skills to the organization
and will be an asset to the museum in his new
leadership role.”
Sahakian first joined the Armenian American

Museum project in 2014 as a member of the
Armenian Genocide Centennial Committee.
Since 2016, he has supported the museum’s
community outreach efforts. Most recently, he
directed the staff, professionals, and volunteers
who collectively organized the highly successful
Inaugural Gala and Telethon. In his new role as
Executive Director, he will be responsible for
leading the organization’s development and
community relations as well as collaborating
with the Museum’s principal architect, exhibi-
tion design consultant, and construction team.
“I am grateful to the Board of Trustees for

their trust and the opportunity to serve as the
Executive Director of the Armenian American
Museum,” stated Sahakian. “We have a unique
opportunity to
build a landmark
cultural and educa-
tional center that
will serve genera-
tions to come and I
am excited to work
with our board,
staff, volunteers,
and community to
make this historic
project a reality.”
In addition to his

role at the muse-
um, Sahakian is an
elected member of the Glendale Unified School
District Board of Education. He was elected in
April 2017, becoming the youngest School
Board Member elected in Glendale history.
Sahakian is a lifelong resident of Glendale

and has deep roots in the community. In the
past, he has served as the Chair of the City of
Glendale Arts & Culture Commission, Chair of
Glendale Youth Alliance, President of the
Glendale Parks & Open Space Foundation, and
Vice President of Glendale Kiwanis. Sahakian’s
professional career began at the age of 14 when
he founded his own digital agency serving busi-
nesses and non-profit organizations with design
and technology services.
Sahakian became the first Armenian American

to be honored with the prestigious Man of the
Year Award from the Glendale Chamber of
Commerce in 2016. He is also a recipient of the
Hope Diamond Award from the Glendale
Educational Foundation, Community Award from
the Character & Ethics Project, and the inaugu-
ral Hero Award from Glendale Youth Alliance.
Sahakian holds a Bachelor’s Degree in

Graphic Design with a Marketing Minor from
California State University, Northridge (CSUN)
and a Certificate in Marketing from University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA Extension).
He and his wife, Suzanna, reside in Glendale,

with their son, Raffi Sebastian Sahakian, and
are expecting their second child.
The Armenian American Museum and

Cultural Center of California is a developing
project in Glendale, CA with a mission to pro-
mote understanding and appreciation of
America’s ethnic and cultural diversity by shar-
ing the Armenian American experience. The
Museum will serve as a cultural campus that
enriches the community, educates the public on
the Armenian American story, and empowers
individuals to embrace cultural diversity and
speak out against prejudice.
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Recovering the Stories of
The Armenians of Asia

LONDON (Daily Star) — Liz Chater, a family history researcher based in the UK, has
been working on the Armenian communities in South Asia since 2000. Currently, she
is working with the Armenian Church of the Holy Resurrection in Armanitola on the
Bangladesh Armenian Heritage Project, which aims to “build the stories, starting
from the ground up” of the Armenian communities of Bangladesh and India. In an
interview over email with Moyukh Mahtab, she talks of her own heritage, which led
her to her research interest, and of her past and present projects
How did you come to be interested in the Armenian communities of the 16th,

17th and 18th centuries in Asia?
My interest in Armenian genealogy in Asia began because of my own family his-

tory in India and Dacca [Dhaka]. Like a lot of people here in the UK I was curious
about my family’s past but actually knew very little about my own family name. My
father didn’t speak much about his life as a child in India and of course when he
passed away it was too late for questions. His brother had been killed in the Second
World War at 17 years of age. Their father had also died in the 1940s and I was
very young when their mother died, so there simply was no one that I knew of who
could tell me about the India connection. My mother gave me a little information
and armed with that I travelled to the British Library in London to see what I could
discover. I soon realised that there were many people with the name Chater in India
and I decided that it would be useful to try and record everyone in the archives with
my surname, to try and build a bigger picture. It wasn’t long before I found refer-
ences to my Chater line in Calcutta and Dacca, and that was the spring-board for
the journey of a lifetime.
Naturally my research led on to a wider collection of Armenian names. It dawned

on me that there was very little information available at the time (around the year
2000) online that was Armenian related. Instinctively, I wanted to try and bring the
Armenian family presence in India into a more accessible place to help others who
may also be looking for their own Armenian connections in India. I created my web-
site (www.chater-genealogy.com), and started putting general Armenian family his-
tory related information on it. Of course when you are researching, you are con-
stantly working backwards and it wasn’t long before my enquiries had taken me
from the early 20th century, back to the 19th and even earlier to the late-18th cen-
turies and beyond. The further back I went the more engrossed in Armenian fami-
ly history I became and invariably an answer to a query often created more ques-
tions. I began to develop a much deeper interest — a passion for Armenian family
history in Asia. I quickly recognized it as one of the less popular aspects of geneal-
ogy in India. With only a handful of people who had undertaken research on

see ASIA, page 13

Musician Rouben Karakhanian (Photo courtesy of Liz Chater)

Eli Berberian
Shant Sakahian
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Armenians and their families in India, it made
me even more determined to get involved at
roots level. Helping people realize their own
personal history, particularly if it contains an
Armenian connection, is very important to me.
You mention your search for your family

roots in Dhaka and Kolkata. Who were the
Chaters here?
Like many Armenians who settled in Asia, my

particular Chater line migrated to India from
Persia. I am very fortunate that the family bible
of my branch has survived. The earliest entry in
the bible is of Arakiel Chater, son of Abraham
Martyrose and Magdalene Chater. It states he
was born on October 11, 1832 at 7 a.m.
Tuesday in Dacca. It goes on to record that
Arakiel married Miss Elizabeth Florentine on
October 4, 1851 and that she died on
November 20, 1857 at 6pm on a Friday. The
bible records their children and other genera-
tions too.
In the image provided it can be seen that

Arakiel and Elizabeth’s first child was born on
May 13, 1853, whom they named Magdalene. A
second child, Elizabeth was born on February
2, 1856 on a Saturday and that she sadly died
on the October 5, 1880, although it does not
state where.
Whilst assisting with the Bangladesh

Armenian Heritage Project, what has been
exciting for me personally is the process of
organizing the translating and transcribing of
the Church registers. These will eventually be
added to the Church website. However, what
should be borne in mind is that the Dhaka
Church registers are not the original ones.
Those seem to have disappeared long ago — the
registers the Heritage Project are working with
are ones that are much later copies, probably
written up in the 1950s or 1960s. Nonetheless,
having got them transcribed to English, I have
been able to match entries from these records
with those entered in my family bible.
Arakiel became a clerk in a Judge’s office in

Arrah, Mymensingh and Dinajpore. One of his
17 children was my great-grandfather Abraham
who became a Post Master working in Port
Blair for 10 years, then later Calcutta, Patna
and Bankipore. Abraham went on to have at
least 13 children of his own, some of whom did
not survive infancy.
I have found the records at the British

Library invaluable in my personal research.
Besides the baptism, marriage and burial
returns, there are numerous other records avail-
able for consultation. For example military
papers, wills and estate inventories, directories,
newspapers, East India records, personal
papers, Parliamentary and Treasury papers,
Marine Department records such as ships’ jour-
nals and logs, telegraphic, customs, intelligence
and secret records, and much more.
Previously, you have worked on the genealo-

gies of the graves in the Armenian Church in
Dhaka. Could you tell us about that project?
I have made several trips to India, particular-

ly Kolkata and during the course of each visit,
I made a point of photographing as many
Armenian graves and tombstones as I could. On
returning home I spent time transcribing the
ones in English and uploading them on to my
website. The Armenian ones were trickier. I
don’t speak or read Armenian, but I was fortu-
nate that an Armenian student from Kolkata I
met on one of my trips shared my passion for
history and with his help, along with the help

of one of the Armenian teachers, as well as a
number of other people including Professor
Sebouh Aslanian, these language-locked stones
are once again telling their stories, but this time
in English. As I began to make progress with
the Armenian tombstones in India, I turned my
attention to the ones in Dhaka. I hired a pho-
tographer to capture all the stones within the
compound of the Armenian Church and once
again set about transcribing those I could, and
getting professional help for the ones written in

Armenian. The Very Rev. Krikor Maksoudian’s
help was invaluable in this regard.
The Armenian community in Asia has such a

rich history, the stones will one day wear away
and those people who lay beneath and the sto-
ries of their respective lives will be lost and for-
gotten. If I am able to make a contribution to
the preservation of the Armenian presence in
Asia then I will be very pleased to play a small
part in that.
During a trip to Kolkata in 2005, I was for-

tunate to be given permission to access one of
the many baptism, marriage and burial registers
of the Armenian Holy Church of Nazareth. I
was able to photograph the very early baptism
register entries between 1793–1859. It was of

course written in Armenian and
I once again had to find a
patient and willing helper to
translate and transcribe them.
It took around two years to
complete the register and I was
very happy to donate all the
work to The Families in British
India Society (www.fibis.org) for
their growing database of freely
available data.
What are you working on

currently? How has been the
response about the project
with the church in Dhaka?
Currently, the Bangladesh

Armenian Heritage Project is
the main focus of my attention.
Over the last few months we

have made appeals to anyone who may have
had a family connection to the Armenian com-
munity of Dhaka at any point during the histo-
ry of the church. Considering the community’s
numbers have always been small in Dhaka, both
Armen Arslanian (warden of the church) and I
are very pleased with the response and contri-
butions that have been made so far. We have
been given access to personal family archives,
containing a wealth of commercial related doc-
uments, photographs and stories.
A completely unexpected side-story that has

come to light is of an Armenian musician called
Rouben Karakhanian. In 1935 Rouben was in
Kolkata visiting the Armenian community
there. Travelling on to Dhaka he played a con-
cert in the grounds of the church; the
Armenian community enjoyed it immensely.
The musician found a most attentive audience
and a new friend in a 22-year-old Armenian,
Ruben David who was living with his uncle and
family at the church who happened to be the
resident priest, Reverend Ter Bagrat. The musi-

cian gave the young Ruben two signed pho-
tographs that became treasured possessions of
Ruben’s family, and we are delighted that the
David family are sharing their archive with the
Heritage Project. What is even more extraordi-
nary is that when I was talking through this dis-
covery with Armen, he was rather taken aback,
because as a young boy, he remembers meeting
the musician 30 years later in the late 1960s at
his own home in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Rouben Karakhanian had been invited by

Armen’s parents to play at their house.
Suddenly in 2018, because of his own sequence
of life events, Armen, as warden of the
Armenian Church in Dhaka, found himself
remembering a long forgotten memory of his

early childhood. Armen says: “Looking at the
photograph of Rouben the musician I find
myself being reminded of a moment from my
very early childhood time that I had no idea
would connect me to my future responsibilities
of the Armenian Church in Dhaka”—the
extraordinary circle of Armenian life, spanning
many decades and continents.
As a team, we are pressing forward on the

work of the Bangladesh Armenian Heritage
Project and continue to appeal for anyone who
has or had a family connection to the Armenian
community in Dhaka to get in touch with us.
This is very much a community driven venture.
When we first started this project, we had no
idea what material, if any, would be shared with
us. A story like that of the David family above
just shows how a long forgotten photograph
perfectly preserved in an album can be given a
breath of life and meaning again.
It seems that with this subject there is a lot

that we can still learn about our shared pasts—
is there enough research being conducted in
this regard?
I haven’t come across an Armenian who has-

n’t got a story to tell but so much history is
being lost, forgotten even destroyed. We all
have a responsibility to preserve and record
what we can as well as help to rediscover the
elapsed past. We are fortunate to have
Armenian academics dedicating their careers to
exactly that.
For more details regarding Liz Chater’s

research, visit chater-genealogy.com and chater-
genealogy.blogspot.com
The Armenian Church would love to hear

from anyone with an association to the
Armenian families who once lived in this part of
the world for their forthcoming research pro-
ject. To get in touch, email armenianchurch-
bangladesh@gmail.com

Recovering the Stories of the Armenians of Asia

Collectif Medz Bazar to Perform in Boston
SOMERVILLE, Mass. — Zoravik presents the Paris-based Collectif Medz Bazar in their only

New England appearance, on Monday, March 18, at 8 p.m. 
The concert will raise funds to help the band’s travel to music and media festival South by

Southwest (SXSW) in Austin, Texas. Collectif Medz Bazar is a genre-bending, women-led
ensemble composed of six musicians who sing and play urban diaspora music inspired by
folk music from Armenia, Turkey and Iran, Caucasian Rabiz, rhythms from Thrace,
Venezuelan sounds, hip-hop, jazz and bluegrass. Beyond  this traditional repertoire, Collectif
Medz Bazar create compositions of their own that tackle social issues and challenge politi-
cal and cultural boundaries.
The concert will take place at ONCE Somerville, 156 Highland Ave.
Medz Bazar performs regularly in Europe, in the Middle-East, and in North America. Their

third album, “O,” will debut this May as they venture out on yet another world tour, making
appearances in Portugal, France, Poland, Armenia, Turkey, Georgia, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Germany. All proceeds from ticket sales will be used to fund Medz Bazar’s
attendance and performance at SXSW.
Zoravik (“in solidarity”) is a Boston-based Armenian activist collective that promotes new

avenues for political and grassroots organizing and project-based engagement for progres-
sives. Formed in the wake of the Velvet Revolution, the group seeks to mobilize the politi-
cal, cultural, and social institutions of the diaspora to support and encourage transformative
efforts in Armenian communities worldwide. For more information, visit https://www.face-
book.com/events/651959421901776 or email zoravik@gmail.com.
Venue Event Page: https://www.oncesomerville.com/event/1833128-collectif-medz-bazar-

somerville/

Liz Chater

The Dhaka Armenian cemetery



Illustrated Newsletter
Brings Forests And
Wildlife of Armenia
To Young Audience 

By Jason Sohigian

WOBURN, Mass. — Armenia Tree Project
(ATP) has released the eighth edition of its
Building Bridges environmental education
newsletter, focusing on the important theme of
“Forest and Wildlife Preservation.”
ATP’s Building Bridges program connects

diasporan students with their counterparts in
Armenia and highlights Armenia’s rich natural
heritage through education. Over the past nine
years, it has been supported by a grant from
the Thomas Kooyumjian Family Foundation. 
Armenia has declared 2019 to be the “Year

of the Caucasian Leopard,” and this magnifi-
cent animal is featured in the newsletter with a
camera trap photo captured by experts at
WWF Armenia. The Caucasian Leopard is a
subspecies listed as endangered by the
International Union for Conservation of
Nature. Recently, a leopard nicknamed
“Leo/Neo” has found his way back home to
Armenia’s famed Khosrov Forest. 
“You can learn more about Leo/Neo, cool

environmental facts presented in a format
similar to National Geographic Kids, and
much more in our newsletter,” explains
Sarah Hayes, one of the authors of the pub-
lication. The illustrations and characters
have been developed by artist Alik
Arzoumanian. The newsletter features stories
with characters like Aram, Maral, and Tchalo,
a gampr dog who has been teaching about
fire prevention over the past year. 
The ATP newsletter also includes a feature

called the coin box challenge. “The publication
has a foldable donation box inside, which
encourages young people to get involved and
take action. We give them an option to collect
small sums of money from their community
which is used to support ATP’s programs in
Armenia,” says Hayes. “This fosters a sense of
paying it forward, which is important and grat-
ifying at the same time.”
“So, what is the coin box challenge? When

students send their donation boxes in to ATP’s
headquarters in Woburn, our executive direc-
tor Jeanmarie Papelian will send them a
Building Bridges certificate. We also offer to
feature the student on our website in recogni-

tion of his or her volunteer efforts,” adds
Hayes. 
ATP will highlight the student who raises the

most money with a feature story in the next
edition of the Building Bridges newsletter. The
winner of the coin bank challenge will be
announced in September. 
The illustrated Building Bridges newsletter

is distributed free of charge to Armenian stu-
dents across North America, in Armenia, and
other countries where ATP has partner
schools. It is available in PDF format on the
ATP website, and hard copies are available for
free by contacting ATP’s Woburn office at
info@armeniatree.org.
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INGREDIENTS
5 large carrots, washed and trimmed, cut into 1/4-inch slices
(or 3 or 4 cups packaged shredded carrots)
1 1/2 cups finely chopped flat-leaf parsley, sprigs removed
2 cups cherry or grape tomatoes, cut in half
1 (15-ounce) canned garbanzo or white beans, rinsed and
drained
1 small red onion, finely chopped
4 green onions, finely chopped
1 medium red, yellow or green bell pepper, seeded, thinly
sliced
2 large cloves garlic, minced
1/2 cup olive oil, to taste
Juice of 1 or 2 lemons
1 teaspoon grainy mustard
Fresh chopped thyme, dill, mint or basil
Salt and pepper
4 hard-cooked eggs, cut into quarters or chopped
Black olives, paprika, Aleppo pepper
Grated Parmesan or Romano cheese or crumbled Feta cheese
Olive oil

PREPARATION
Combine the carrots, parsley, tomatoes, garbanzo beans, red onion, green onions, bell pepper, garlic, olive oil, lemon juice, mustard, spices, and salt

and pepper, and toss. Cover and chill for a few hours or overnight before serving.
Spoon salad mixture into a serving bowl, and garnish with eggs, olives, paprika or Aleppo pepper. 
Drizzle with olive oil and lemon juice, top with cheese, and serve.
Note: Carrots may also be roasted for this recipe: toss carrots with 2 or 3 tablespoons of olive oil on an ungreased baking tray, season with salt, pep-

per and chopped garlic, and bake at 400 degrees until soft and the edges turn brown, tossing, for 25 minutes. Remove carrots from oven and allow to
cool before combining with other ingredients. Preheat oven to 350 degrees to toast almonds. Place almonds on a foil-lined baking sheet for easy clean-
up. Bake for 5 or 6 minutes, until the almonds are golden. Store cherry tomatoes in a cool place in the kitchen and they should last about one week.
It's best not to store tomatoes in the refrigerator as this can halt ripening and affect the taste. If necessary to do so, remove a couple of hours before use
to bring them back to room temperature for best edibility. Cherry and grape tomatoes can be used interchangeably for most recipes like salads, but you
may have to cut cherry tomatoes into smaller pieces since they're larger. The only times cherry tomatoes are really preferable over grape is when you
want to stuff them, but if you want the tomatoes to last a little longer, you should choose grape.For more information, go to:
https://www.thekitchn.com/whats-the-difference-between-grape-and-cherry-tomatoes-word-of-mouth-206683
Serves 4.
*Christine's recipes have been published in the Fresno Bee newspaper, Sunset magazine, Cooking Light magazine, and at https://www.thearmeni-

ankitchen.com/

Recipe   
Corner  
by Christine Vartanian Datian
Spring Carrot, Parsley and
Tomato Salad

Children in Armenia reading the ATP Newsletter

Cover of one of the newsletters



MARCH 23 – Book presentation by Adrienne G.
Alexanian, editor of her father’s memoir, Forced
Genocide: Memoirs of an Armenian Soldier in the
Ottoman Turkish Army. Saturday, 2 p.m. Calabasas
Library  Multipurpose Room. 200 Civic Center Way,
Calabasas. Special Guest – Councilman James Bozajian
RSVP blockwood@calabasaslibrary.org. Reception and
book sale/signing will follow presentation – proceeds
donated to the library.
MARCH 24 – Book presentation by Adrienne G.
Alexanian, editor of her father’s memoir, Forced into
Genocide: Memoirs of an Armenian Soldier in the
Ottoman Turkish Army, Sunday, 2:30 p.m. Museum of
Tolerance. Co-sponsored by the Armenian General
Benevolent Union, the Armenian International Women’s
Association, National Association for Armenian Studies
and Research and the Armenian Assembly of America.
9786 Pico Blvd., Los Angeles. RSVP (310) 772-2505. Book
sale/signing will follow presentation – proceeds will be
donated
MARCH 28 – Book presentation by Adrienne G.
Alexanian, editor of her father’s memoir, Forced into
Genocide: Memoirs of an Armenian Soldier in the
Ottoman Turkish Army, Thursday, 7 p.m., Glendale
Downtown Central Library, With support from the
Armenian National Committee of America.  222 East
Harvard Street, Glendale. RSVP (818) 548- 2021. Book
sale/signing before and after the presentation – pro-
ceeds will be donated 

APRIL 4 and 7 — Alessandro Safina, will bring in his
pop-opera to the US during his upcoming concert tour
in April. He also performed for the Pope, sang duets with
Andrea Bocelli, Sarah Brightman, and Rod Stewart.
Safina when he performed Elton John’s “Your Song” with
actor Ewan McGregor for the Oscar-nominated sound-
track of “Moulin Rouge.” Safina will be accompanied by
Victor Espinola and the Forbidden Saints. The tour will
also feature Armenian Duduk Soloist and Classical
Clarinetist Mher Mnatsakanyan and Bassist Hova Burian
will take part. Official FaceBook Page: https://www.face-
book.com/ AlessandroSafinaUSA/ Official Promo Video:
https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=DHHKpxTCSSY
The performance will be held at City National Civic in San
Jose on Thursday, April 4. (Times 8:00-9:30pm)
https://www1.ticketmaster.com/event/1C005554CB5A
7778 Dolby Theater in Los Angeles on April 7. (Times
8:00-9:30pm) https://dolbytheatre.com/events/details/
alessandro_safina 
https://www1.ticketmaster.com/alessandro-safina-with-
v i c to r - e s p i n o l a - t h e - fo r b i d d en - s a i n t s / e ven t /
3B005546FA735928 

APRIL 27 — The Tekeyan Cultural Association of the
United States and Canada Presents the 2019 North
American tour of the VEM Ensemble  of the UCLA Herb
Albert School of Music, Danielle Segen, mezzo-soprano,
Ji Eun Hwang, violin 1, Aiko Richter, violin 2, Morgan
O’Shaughnessey, viola, Jason Pegis, cello. 7:30 p.m.
Tekeyan Cultural Association Los Angeles Chapter
Cosponsored with Abril Bookstore, 415 E. Broadway,
Glendale. For tickets, call Abril 818 243-4112.
Introductory remarks by Artistic Director Professor
Movses Pogossian. Performing a world premiere of
Tekeyan songs by the Los Angeles-based composer
Artashes Kartalyan, commissioned by the Tekeyan
Cultural Association, and masterworks by Komitas,
Khachaturian, Mirzoyan, Hovhannes, and Schubert. For
more information, email tcadirector@aol.com.

MAY 19 — The Tekeyan Cultural Association of the
United States and Canada Presents the 2019 North
American tour of the VEM Ensemble of the UCLA
Herb Albert School of Music, Danielle Segen, mezzo-
soprano, Ji Eun Hwang, violin 1, Aiko Richter, violin 2,
Morgan O’Shaughnessey, viola, Jason Pegis, cello. 7:30
p.m. Tekeyan Cultural Association Los Angeles Chapter
Cosponsored with Abril Bookstore, 415 E. Broadway,
Glendale. Introductory remarks by Artistic Director
Professor Movses Pogossian. Performing a world pre-
miere of Tekeyan songs by the Los Angeles-based com-
poser Artashes Kartalyan, commissioned by the Tekeyan
Cultural Association, and masterworks by Komitas,
Khachaturian, Mirzoyan, Hovhannes, and Schubert.
Tekeyan Cultural Association, Pasadena-Glendale
Chapter, TCA Beshgeturian Center, 1901 North Allen
Ave., Altadena. For more information, email tcadirec-
tor@aol.com.

APRIL 11 — One of the opera world’s hottest stars,
Alessandro Safina, will bring in his pop-opera
rhythms to USA during his upcoming concert tour in
April. Safina appeared with Elton John, Cher and Jennifer
Lopez for Queen Elizabeth’s 73rd Royal Variety
Performance. He also performed for the Pope, sang
duets with Andrea Bocelli, Sarah Brightman, and Rod
Stewart. Americans first became familiar with Safina
when he performed Elton John’s “Your Song” with actor
Ewan McGregor for the Oscar-nominated soundtrack of
“Moulin Rouge.” Safina will be accompanied by Victor
Espinola and the Forbidden Saints. The tour will feature
Armenian Duduk Soloist and Classical Clarinetist Mher
Mnatsakanyan and Bassist Hova Burian. Official FaceBook
Page: https://www.facebook.com/
AlessandroSafinaUSA/ The performance will be held at
Fillmore Miami Beach in Miami  (Times 8:00-9:30pm) 

FEBRUARY 20 – MARCH 30 — The Armenian Museum
is offering a six-week art program for children of all
backgrounds ages 7-14. The program’s classes are
Drawing and Painting, Collage, and Pottery Decoration.
Students will find inspiration among the objects on dis-
play in the galleries, and study global influences on
Armenian art and culture. Full information can be found
at https://www.armenianmuseum.org/events/winter-
studio-classes. Session 1, Wednesdays, 3:30–5:30 pm,
February 20–March 27; Session 2, Saturdays, 1–3 pm,
February 23–March 30

MARCH 9 – Commemoration of the February 18th
Against Soviet Rule and Commemoration of the
Baku/Sumgait Pogroms. Buffet Dinner and Program.
Narrated Slide Presentation by Joe Dagdigian on “Unseen
Armenia – Two Sides of the Border.” Rare images of
Armenian Homeland on both sides of Armenia’s and
Artsakh’s borders, as well as the patriotic Armenians who
inhabit these lands. Jaffarian Hall, St. Gregory Armenian
Church, 158 Main St., No. Andover, MA. 6:00 pm. Adults
- $15; Students - $5. For information and reservations,
please contact armenj@comcast.net or call 978-256-
2538. Sponsored by the Lowell Aharonian Gomideh of
the Armenian Revolutionary Federation.

MARCH 24 — Luncheon and Book Talk featuring
Senator Lou D’Allesandro of New Hampshire, spon-
sored by Holy Trinity Armenian Church of Greater Boston
and the Trinity Men’s Union, 12:30 p.m., Charles and
Nevart Talanian Cultural Hall, Holy Trinity Armenian
Church, 145 Brattle St., Cambridge. Senator D’Allesandro
will be discussing the book written about his extraordi-
nary career in politics – Lion of the New Hampshire
Senate and Thoughts for Presidential Hopefuls. Donation
for lunch: $8. Tickets on sale at the door. Books available
for purchase. For further information, contact the Church
Office, 617.354.0632, or log onto www.htaac.org/cal-
endar/event/652/.

MARCH 31 — The Tekeyan Cultural Association of the
United States and Canada Presents the 2019 North
American tour of the VEM Ensemble  of the UCLA Herb
Albert School of Music, Danielle Segen, mezzo-soprano,
Ji Eun Hwang, violin 1, Aiko Richter, violin 2, Morgan
O’Shaughnessey, viola, Jason Pegis, cello. BOSTON
Sunday, March 31, 1 p.m.cosponsored with Holy Trinity
Armenian Church, 145 Brattle St., Cambridge. Free
admission. Introductory remarks by Artistic Director
Professor Movses Pogossian. Performing a world pre-
miere of Tekeyan songs by the Los Angeles-based com-
poser Artashes Kartalyan, commissioned by the Tekeyan
Cultural Association, and masterworks by Komitas,
Khachaturian, Mirzoyan, Hovhannes, and Schubert. For
more information, email tcadirector@aol.com.

APRIL 1 — St James Men’s Club Dinner Meeting - social
hour and mezza at 6:15 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m., St
James Armenian Church Charles Mosesian Cultural and
Youth Center - Keljik Hall, 465 Mt. Auburn Street,
Watertown, MA. This meeting will be celebrated as a
“Father, Daughter, and Son” evening. Speaker Steven
Biondolillo is a pioneer in the fields of public health and
human services marketing, and special-event fundraising.
“Rethinking Teambuilding.” Mezza and a Losh Kebab &
Kheyma Dinner $17/person. Ladies invited. For addition-
al information call the St James Church office at 617-923-
8860 or call Hapet Berberian at 781-367-6598. 

APRIL 5 — Friday, City of Smile Boston Friends will host
an evening to benefit children with cancer in
Armenia. Special guest Anna Hakobyan, the City of Smile
Charitable Foundation’s Honorary Chair, wife of Armenia’s
Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan, at the Westin Waltham
Hotel for her inaugural visit to Boston. The City of Smile
Charitable Foundation is based in Armenia providing finan-
cial support to children with cancer. In addition, the foun-
dation is dedicated to training doctors to provide the best
cancer care in treating oncological and hematological dis-
eases. To learn more about the City of Smile Charitable
Foundation, visit www.cityofsmile.org. Tickets-$150 each.
For reservations, contact Postaljian@hotmail.com
617/921-8962 or Manuk0102@gmail.com 781/883-4470.
Deadline to RSVP is March 22. Tickets will not be sold at
the door. Cocktail Reception/Cash Bar - 6:30pm,  Dinner
and Program - 7:30 p.m.

APRIL 7 — Annual Reconfiguration of the Abstract
Sculpture Armenian Heritage Park on The Greenway,
Boston. Sunday at 7:00 am. Coffee & Conversation from
8:00am -9:00am. A crane lifts and pulls apart the two
halves of Abstract Sculpture, made of steel and alu-
minum, to create a new sculptural shape. The annual
reconfiguration is supported by the Park’s Charles and
Doreen Bilezikian Endowed Fund. Rain date: April 14.
RSVP appreciated – hello@armenianheritagepark.org

APRIL 12 — Massachusetts State House annual
Armenian Genocide Commemoration, 10 a.m. to
12.30 p.m. Reception to follow. Boston. Bus transporta-
tion free from Watertown to State House. Deadline April
8 to register. Bostonagcc@gmail.com

APRIL 24 — Armenian Heritage Park Armenian
Genocide Commemoration, 7 to 9 p.m. Bus transporta-
tion available. Reserve by April 22.
Bostonagcc@gmail.com

APRIL 24 — Save the Date! “In the Shadow of
Branches: Diana Apcar/Berjouhi Kailian. The
Armenian Museum. In recognition of Armenian
Genocide Remembrance Day. 6–8.30 pm. The Armenian
Museum presents a new exhibition in the Adele & Haig
Der Manuelian galleries that explores the intertwined
lives of diplomat Diana Agabeg Apcar (1859–1937) and
artist Berjouhi Kailian (1914–2014). The Armenian
Museum wishes to engage in meaningful dialogue
around this solemn subject that permeates Armenian
experience around the world. Candlelight viewing of the
galleries followed by a discussion of the traumatic effects
of the Genocide to remember the victims, survivors, and
individuals who chose to intervene.

APRIL 25 — Holy Trinity Armenian Church of Greater
Boston Presents The Dr. Michael and Joyce Kolligian
Distinguished Speaker Series: Anthony Ray Hinton,
Author of The Sun Does Shine: How I Found Life and
Freedom on Death Row, “Surviving Criminal Justice in
America.” Charles and Nevart Talanian Cultural Hall, 145
Brattle Street, Cambridge MA 02138. Reception and
book signing to follow talk. Open and free to the public.
For further information, contact the Holy Trinity Church
office, 617.354.0632, email office@htaac.org, or log
onto www.htaac.org/calendar/event/622/.

APRIL 27 – SAVE THE DATE! Hai Guin Scholarship
Association 2019 Spring Benefit Luncheon. Belmont
Country Club. Saturday, 11:30 a.m. Sip, Shop and
Support! Featuring Fashions and Pop-Up Shop by St.
John. Please contact Christine Berberian 978-500-1116 or
Andrea Garabedian 978-618-3030 to reserve your tickets
($65 each).

MAY 3 – 117th Diocesan Assembly Gala Banquet – V.
Rev. Fr. Daniel Findikyan, Primate, presiding. Boston
Marriott Burlington. Hosted by St. James Armenian
Church in Watertown. Save the Date – Details to Follow.

MAY 4 — Celebrate Public Art two-part program dur-
ing ARTWEEK BOSTON. Armenian Heritage Park on
The Greenway, Boston. Saturday at 1 p.m. World
Labyrinth Day: Walk as One. Join people in cities and
towns in 35 countries world-wide walking in peace and
harmony including Argentina, Armenia, Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
England, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy,
Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Peru, Poland, Romania, Russia, Scotland, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay and USA followed
by reception to view the 2019 configuration of the
abstract sculpture , hosted by Eastern Lamejun Bakers
and MEM Tea Imports. RSVP appreciated hello@armeni-
anheritagepark.org.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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MAY 10 —  Lenny Clarke & Friends. Fundraiser to ben-
efit the Armenian Apostolic Church at Hye Pointe
Building Fund. 8 p.m. The Armenian Apostolic Church at
Hye Pointe, 1280 Boston Road, Bradford.
Mezze/Appetizers are Included & Cash Bar. Call Dro
Kanayan at 978 828 5755 or Stephanie Naroian at 978
835 1636 for tickets or tables and packages are avail-
able. Tickets will only be sold in advance, not at the door.

MAY 19 — “International Food Festival – A Taste of
the World,” presented by the Women of Holy
Trinity, Holy Trinity Armenian Church of Greater Boston,
12:30-2:30 p.m., Charles and Nevart Talanian Cultural
Hall, 145 Brattle Street, Cambridge. Join us to sample
authentic cuisine from 9 countries: Armenia, Iran/Persia,
Lebanon, Greece, France, Russia, Brazil, China and Italy.
Donation: $15 adults; $10 children 12 and under. Tickets
on sale at the door. For further information, contact the
Holy Trinity Church Office, 617.354.0632.

JUNE 12 — Tea and Tranquility. Armenian Heritage
Park on The Greenway, Boston. Wednesday from 4:30
p.m. -6 p.m. Meet & Greet. Walk the Labyrinth. Enjoy
refreshing Ice Teas, hosted by MEM Tea Imports and
dessert. Introduction to walking the labyrinth, mindful
and meditative walking at 4:45pm. RSVP appreciated
hello@armenianheritagepark.org

JUNE 27 — Under a Strawberry Moon. Armenian
Heritage Park on The Greenway, Boston. Thursday at
8:30 p.m. Meet & Greet. Moonlit Labyrinth Walk.
Luscious Chocolate Dipped Strawberries, hosted by vicki
lee’s and refreshing Ice Teas, hosted by MEM Tea
Imports and the fabulous Berklee Jazz Trio. RSVP appre-
ciated hello@armenianheritagepark.org

JUNE 28 – July 10 – St. James Armenian Church 7th
Pilgrimage to Armenia. Led by Fr. Arakel Aljalian. Join
us and Discover the Land of our Ancestors. All are wel-
come. Registration deposits due March 1; Full Payment
due April 1. For full details visit www.stjameswater-
town.org/ armenia.

JULY 17 — Tea and Tranquility. Armenian Heritage
Park on The Greenway, Boston. Wednesday from
4:30-6 p.m. Meet & Greet. Walk the Labyrinth. Enjoy
refreshing ice teas, hosted by MEM Tea Imports and
dessert. Introduction to walking the labyrinth, mindful
and meditative walking at 4:45pm. RSVP appreciated
hello@armenianheritagepark.org

AUGUST 14 — Tea and Tranquility. Armenian Heritage
Park on The Greenway, Boston. Wednesday from
4:30-6 p.m. Meet & Greet. Walk the Labyrinth. Enjoy
refreshing Ice Teas, hosted by MEM Tea Imports and
dessert. Introduction to walking the labyrinth, mindful
and meditative walking at 4:45pm. RSVP appreciated
hello@armenianheritagepark.org

AUGUST 22 — Under the August Moon. Armenian
Heritage Park on The Greenway, Boston. Thursday
from 7:30p – 9:00pm. Delightful evening for supporters,
partners & friends to meet & greet featuring fabulous
signature dishes, hosted by anoush’ella and the Berklee
Jazz Trio. RSVP appreciated hello@armenianher-
itagepark.org

SEPTEMBER 18 – SAVE THE DATE! InterContinental
Hotel, Boston. Extraordinary Benefit for Armenian
Heritage Park’s Endowed Fund for Care.

SEPTEMBER 22 — Sunday Afternoon for Families and
Friends. Armenian Heritage Park on The Greenway,
Boston. 2:00pm-4:00pm. Wonderful afternoon with The
Hye Guys Ensemble featuring Ron Sahatjian and Joe
Kouyoumjian. Hoodsies, Face Painting and more RSVP
appreciated hello@armenianheritagepark.org

OCTOBER 19 — The Vosbikians are coming to the
Merrimack Valley. The Armenian Friends of America
proudly present their Annual HYE KEF 5 Dance, featuring
The Vosbikians. The DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel,
Andover, MA. Tickets Purchased before 9/13/19 will
include the Great Venue, Outstanding Buffet, The
Vosbikian Band and 5 Free Raffle Tickets Adults $75.00
& Students 21 & under $65 Specially priced AFA Rooms
available through 9/17/19. For Tickets and more infor-
mation, Contact: Lu Sirmaian 978-683-9121 or Sharke’
Der Apkarian at 978-808-0598
Visit www.ArmeniaFriendsofAmerica.org

NOVEMBER 16 — St. Stephen’s Armenian Elementary
School 35th Anniversary Celebration. 6:30 PM
Cocktail Reception, 7:30 PM Dinner and Program. The
Westin Waltham - Boston, MA $150 per person.

MARCH 27 —  The Tekeyan Cultural Association of the
US and Canada Presents the 2019 North American
tour of the VEM Ensemble  of the UCLA Herb Albert
School of Music, Danielle Segen, mezzo-soprano, Ji Eun
Hwang, violin 1, Aiko Richter, violin 2, Morgan
O’Shaughnessey, viola, Jason Pegis, cello. Wednesday,
March 27, 8 p.m. Cosponsored with Music Guild of St.
John Armenian Church Recreation Center, 22001
Northwestern Hwy, Southfield. Free admission.
Introductory remarks by Artistic Director Professor
Movses Pogossian. Performing a world premiere of
Tekeyan songs by the Los Angeles-based composer
Artashes Kartalyan, commissioned by the Tekeyan
Cultural Association, and masterworks by Komitas,
Khachaturian, Mirzoyan, Hovhannes, and Schubert. For
more information, email tcadirector@aol.com.

MAY 18 — St. Nersess Armenian Seminary invites you
to Hope & Gratitude, a celebration honoring
Archbishop Khajag Barsamian and Bishop-elect Very Rev.
Daniel Findikyan. 6:30 p.m. Old Tappan Manor, Old
Tappan, NJ. For more info on reservations and booklet
sponsorships, please go to www.stnersess.edu.

OCTOBER 25 — Honoring Dr. Taner Akçam. Abajian
Hall St. Leon Armenian Complex, Fair Lawn.
Sponsored by Knights and Daughters of Vartan, Under
the Auspices of Primate Very Rev. Fr. Daniel Findikyan.

MARCH 18 — “Women as Agents of Sustainable
Peace: From Revolution to Governance.” Presented
by the Armenian International Women’s Association.
United Nations, Church Center of the UN, Second Floor.
Featuring Mary Galstyan, member of Parliament from
Amrenia; Dr. Anna Ohanyan of Stonehill College; Alex
Sardar, chief innovation office of Civicus and moderator
Anna Astvatsaturian Turcotte, author and human rights
advocate. 10.30 a.m. For info, www.aiwainternation-
al.org/AIWAUN.

APRIL 9 — One of the opera world’s hottest stars,
Alessandro Safina, will bring in his pop-opera
rhythms to the US. Safina will be accompanied by Victor
Espinola and the Forbidden Saints. The tour will also fea-
ture Armenian Duduk Soloist and Classical Clarinetist
Mher Mnatsakanyan and Bassist Hova Burian will take
part. Official FaceBook Page: https://
www.facebook.com/AlessandroSafinaUSA/ Official
Promo Video: https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=
DHHKpxTCSSY  The performance will be held at Beacon
Theater in New York. (Times 8:00-9:30pm)

https://www1.ticketmaster.com/alessandro-safina-with-
v i c to r - e s p i no l a - t h e - fo r b i dden - s a i n t s / even t /
3B005546FA735928 

APRIL 28- Sunday at 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Armenian
Genocide Commemoration at Times Square, NYC
Sponsored by : Knight & Daughters of Vartan, AGBU,
ADL-Ramgavars. Armenian Assembly of America, ANCA
and Armenian National Council

APRIL 28 — Book presentation by Adrienne G.
Alexanian, editor of her father’s memoir, Forced into
Genocide: Memoirs  of an Armenian Soldier in the
Ottoman Turkish Army, Sunday 2 p.m. Maltz Museum of
Jewish Heritage. In co-sponsorship with St. Gregory of
Narek Church and Armenian Cultural Group, 2929
Richmond Road  Beachwood, Ohio 74122
RSVP info@mmjh.org or (216) 593-0575. Book sale/sign-
ing during reception following the presentation – pro-
ceeds will be donated

MARCH 30 — Saintly Women’s Day dedicated to the
Three Women from the Holy Gospels, hosted by the
Women’s Guild of Sts. Sahag & Mesrob Armenian
Church, Providence, 70 Jefferson St. 10:00 a.m. greeting
of guests, 11:00 a.m. Worship Service in Sanctuary fol-
lowed by a Lenten Luncheon in the Egavian Cultural
Center.. Guest speaker Dr. Fotini Dionisopoulos, DMD.
Proceeds will be divided between CASP and the
Vanadzor Old Age Home in Armenia. Donation $35.00.
For reservations please call Ann Ayrassian 401-529-5210.

APRIL 4 — Book presentation by Adrienne G.
Alexanian, editor of her father’s memoir Forced into
Genocide: Memoirs of an Armenian Soldier in the
Ottoman Turkish Army. Thursday, 6:30 p.m. Holocaust
Museum Houston. Co-sponsored by Armenian Church of
St. Kevork,  9220 Kirby Drive (Suite 100), Houston, Texas.
RSVP (713) 527-1604.  Book sale/signing will follow pre-
sentation – proceeds will be donated

MARCH 29 — Tekeyan Cultural Association of the US
and Canada Presents the 2019 North American tour of
the VEM Ensemble  of the UCLA Herb Albert School of
Music, Danielle Segen, mezzo-soprano, Ji Eun Hwang,
violin 1, Aiko Richter, violin 2, Morgan O’Shaughnessey,
viola, Jason Pegis, cello. Wednesday, March 27, 8 p.m.
Cosponsored with Music Guild of St. John Armenian
Church Recreation Center, 22001 Northwestern Hwy,
Southfield. Free admission. Introductory remarks by
Artistic Director Professor Movses Pogossian. Performing
a world premiere of Tekeyan songs by the Los Angeles-
based composer Artashes Kartalyan. Friday, Tekeyan
Center, 825 Manoogian St., St. Laurent, Canada. For
tickets call 514-747-6680. For more information, email
tcadirector@aol.com.
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ARTS & LIVING

By Lisa Seidman

GLENDALE (Glendale News Press) — Dignity
Health Glendale Memorial Hospital is now host-
ing a free, educational series for Armenian can-
cer patients and their families every Wednesday
to promote emotional wellness and healthy liv-
ing in an underserved community, according to
hospital officials.
Launched by Cancer Support Community

Pasadena, in conjunction with a colorectal
team at Glendale Memorial, the series presents
weekly bilingual workshops, covering topics
such as dietary tips, art therapy and methods to
manage anxiety.
One of the program’s main goals is to help

Armenian families overcome cultural stigma
associated with the illness, according to Laura
Wending, a program director with the Pasadena
center.
Integrating psycho-social support into cancer

treatment has been proven to reduce anxiety

and depression — mental-health issues that can
suppress the immune system — potentially wors-
ening a patient’s physical health, according to
Wending.
Many of the program’s topics were adapted

from a Spanish-language program that has
been running for several years in Pasadena,
Wending said.
However, some of the topics are unique to

the Glendale program, including a talk about
the impact of past trauma on health, to be pre-
sented on March 16.

The speaker, Christie Teharkhoutian, is a
marriage-and-family therapist who wrote her
dissertation on the unique health impacts faced
by survivors of the Armenian Genocide.
Weekly programs are held from 5:30 to 7 p.m.

on Wednesdays in the cancer center’s auditori-
um located at Glendale Memorial, 222 W.
Eulalia St., with blue balloons marking the
entrance.
Dr. Kalust Ucar will discuss how to manage

cancer treatment side effects at Dignity Health
Glendale Memorial Hospital on March 27. 

Glendale Memorial Hosts Weekly Programs for Armenian Cancer Patients
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COMMENTARY

Is the Pashinyan-Aliyev Summit Imminent?
COMMENTARY

By Edmond Y. Azadian

Following their visit to Yerevan and Baku, the co-chairs of
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) Minsk Group, representing Russia, the US and
France, have announced that a summit between Armenian
Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan and Azeri President Ilham
Aliyev is in the offing.

Before that, Armenia and Azerbaijan had been advised to
prepare their respective populations for peace, which meant
that a compromise had been agreed upon, forcing the parties
to accept painful concessions.

As optimism builds in the region through the announce-
ments of major powers, their rosy outlooks are not corrobo-
rated by the Baku authorities. Indeed, the spokesperson of
the Azerbaijani Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Layla
Abdoullayeva, stated that these forthcoming meetings have
to secure the liberation of “occupied territories and the
return of exiled Azerbaijanis to their homes.”

This type of announcement only dampens hopes for a
peaceful settlement.

As if this one-sided declaration was not enough, Ilham
Aliyev himself felt the need to make a more incendiary
announcement, stating that Azerbaijan today is more power-
ful politically and militarily and is in a position to settle the
conflict in its favor. 

In his turn, Pashinyan, during his recent trip to Iran, stat-
ed that Armenia is ready to resolve the conflict peacefully,
but that in view of Aliyev’s bellicose rhetoric, if Baku resorts
to using force,
Armenia is ready
to respond in
kind.

Though the
OSCE and other
regional powers
have been at
work to create an
atmosphere of
peace, the parties
of the conflict
are very far away
from that mood.

Since assuming
power, Pashinyan
has been trying
to revive another
agenda, which
had been active
until President
R o b e r t
K o c h a r y a n ’ s
term, namely the
participation of a
Karabakh repre-
sentative in the
negotiations. 

Baku is dead-
set against that
idea. “The format
of the Karabakh conflict negotiations are fixed and they can-
not be changed,” announced Hikmet Hajiyev, the head of the
Presidential Commission  on Foreign Affairs, and concluded,
“The attempts by the Armenian government to change the
format of negotiations lead nowhere other than to a dead
end.”

Pashinyan’s logic for inviting the Karabakh representatives
to the negotiation table is that he himself cannot represent
Karabakh because people in that region have not voted for
him, and therefore have not offered their mandate to negoti-
ate on their behalf.

Azerbaijan offers a cynical twist to that logic with a coun-
teroffer. Since Karabakh Armenians have not mandated
Pashinyan to represent them at the negotiation table, they
can join the expelled Azeris from Karabakh and as citizens of
Azerbaijan, they can mandate Aliyev as the representative of
all the present and former residents of Karabakh. This means
that Pashinyan’s strategy will not be able to bring Karabakh
representatives to the table. Instead, it will serve as an imped-
iment to the process.

In the background of all this rhetoric, the major powers
have also indicated some changes. American analysts believe
that Moscow’s policy has shifted towards Baku, while on the
other hand, the Carnegie Foundation has revealed in a state-
ment that the US has decided to offer generous assistance to
Armenia to consolidate the foundations of democratic rule in
that country, to serve as a role model to other authoritarian
rulers in the region. If this last comment is true, it means

that the US has been using a carrot and stick policy with
regards to Armenia. While US National Security Advisor
John Bolton had warned Armenia to shut its borders with
Iran, this generous offer comes as a surprise because
Armenia not only has not shut its border but instead has
intensified its ties with that country. Pashinyan’s recent trip
to Iran was very prominent both in terms of substance as
well as appearance.

As a symbol of Moscow’s sympathy tilt, we may cite the par-
ticipation of a Russian parliamentary delegation in the com-
memoration of the “Khojalu genocide” in Baku, which drew
a rebuke from Ararat Mirzoyan, the Parliament Speaker, dur-
ing his official trip to Moscow.

As we can see, the situation is always in flux in the region
as alliances and antagonisms shift, driven by changing polit-
ical outlooks.

Iran has stuck to a policy of strict neutrality between
Armenia and Azerbaijan, but this time around, Tehran gave
the red-carpet treatment to Armenia’s prime minister. Baku
was carefully watching Pashinyan’s every move in Iran and
was hoping that the Islamic Republic’s Supreme Spiritual
Leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, an ethnic Azeri, who offers
the final blessing to any deal, would not receive Pashinyan.
However, he received the Armenian leader enthusiastically,
and supported the intensification of relations with Armenia.

During Pashinyan’s visit to Iran, President Hassan
Rouhani offered Armenia to serve as a transit country to take
Iranian gas to the north. Such a responsible offer would not
have been made before receiving Moscow’s and Tbilisi’s con-
sent. 

Within this realm, Iran offered to host a conference with

the representatives of Armenia, Georgia and Russia to dis-
cuss cooperation among the three for gas and electrical
strategies.

Iran is wary of Azerbaijan’s relations with the West and its
deals with Israel. And as US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo’s war rhetoric is getting louder, Tehran is suspicious
of the Aliyev clan allowing the use of Azerbaijan as a launch-
ing pad for an invasion of Iran.

That fear was expressed in a recent speech by a reticent
President Rouhani on the occasion of the 40th anniversary
of the Islamic Revolution. Referring to the territorial dis-
memberment of Iran in history, he alluded that a piece of
Iran’s territory had been usurped 191 years ago. The refer-
ence was to the Treaty of Turkmanchai, according to whose
terms Iran lost the territory comprising the Republic of
Azerbaijan. Normally, the claims are in reverse. Baku claims
Northern Azerbaijan, which is part of Iran. The reference was
very symbolic. 

Next, Pashinyan headed to Brussels to improve relations
with the European Union as part of a multi-vector policy. 

Armenia and Azerbaijan are playing a political game simi-
lar to a popularity contest, before they meet face to face.

As we can see, there is a web of interlocking interests and
conflicting policies which directly or indirectly impact the
negotiations of the Karabakh conflict. It is not yet clear when
the Pashinyan-Aliyev summit may take place, but certainly all
the above developments will interact to influence the out-
come of those negotiations.
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By Philippe Raffi Kalfayan
The new Armenian government claims

positive developments in the settlement
process of the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute,
and officials offer smiling faces when meet-
ing with their Azerbaijani counterparts.
But the war rhetoric and the settlement
principles have not changed so far. In fact,

consider the following: the demand by Armenia for the partici-
pation of Artsakh Armenians’ representative at the negotia-
tions is not yet a reality; that the cease-fire is regularly broken
on the front line; that the arms race is going strong on both
sides; that Pashinyan claims that no territory will be ceded to
Azerbaijan while his minister of foreign affairs speaks openly of
making concessions. How do we interpret these? 

This writer suggests analyzing the principles on which the
settlement process rest. What legal realities are hidden behind
the terminology used? It is submitted that the Armenian side is
unclear on its objectives, that the Minsk process failed, and that
Armenia should reconsider other remedies and other forums.

The Minsk Group mandate and the Madrid Settlement
Principles still constitute the legal and political framework.
Here is a bit of background.

The Minsk Group spearheads the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) efforts to find a peaceful
solution to the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. It is co-chaired by
France, the Russian Federation and the United States. 

The mandate states that mediators “will be guided in their
activities by the principles and norms of the OSCE, the United
Nations Charter, decisions of the OSCE fora, including the deci-
sions by the Council of Ministers on March 24, 1992 and par-
ticularly the Budapest Summit Decision, and as applicable res-
olutions of the United Nations Security Council.”

In 1996, the member states laid out three principles as a legal
basis for the peaceful settlement process. The principles were as
follows: 

1) territorial integrity of Armenia and Azerbaijan; 2) legal sta-
tus of Nagorno-Karabakh, defined in an agreement based on
self-determination, which confers on Nagorno-Karabakh the
highest degree of self-rule within Azerbaijan; 3) and guaranteed
security for Nagorno-Karabakh and its
population, including mutual obligations
to ensure the compliance by other par-
ties with the provisions of the settle-
ment.

The Minsk Group “common state
deal” proposal of November 1998 includ-
ed a proposal concerning the Lachin cor-
ridor: “The question of the use of the
Lachin corridor by Nagorno-Karabakh
for unimpeded communication between
Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia is the
subject of a separate agreement, if other
decisions on a special regime in the
Lachin district are not taken proceeding
from the agreement between Azerbaijan
and Nagorno-Karabakh. The Lachin dis-
trict must remain a permanently and
fully demilitarized zone.”

The Basic Principles for a settlement
were introduced by the mediators in
Madrid in November 2007. According to
them, “they reflect a reasonable compro-
mise based on the Helsinki Final Act
principles of Non-Use of Force,
Territorial Integrity, and the Equal Rights and Self-
Determination of Peoples. The Basic Principles call for inter
alia: (1) return of the territories surrounding Nagorno-
Karabakh to Azerbaijani control; (2) an interim status for
Nagorno-Karabakh providing guarantees for security and self-
governance; (3) a corridor linking Armenia to Nagorno-
Karabakh; (4) future determination of the final legal status of
Nagorno-Karabakh through a legally binding expression of will;
(5) the right of all internally displaced persons and refugees to
return to their former places of residence; (6) and international
security guarantees that would include a peacekeeping opera-
tion.

Those principles are supported by all international organiza-
tions: United Nations, European Union, and Council of Europe.
They have never been denied by neither Armenia nor
Azerbaijan.

What does International Law Say about Self-
Determination?

Self-determination has been topical since 1945. The struggles
for independence were often and still are fueled by ideological
or political projects; whether those are the cause or the result
of violent and persistent oppressions, most of the time from the
majority on the minority. Self-determination is a core political
concept in every separatist project. This is the reason why
states and international law try to prevent that threat. 

The historical background of self-determination is related to
the disintegration of empires and formation of nation states at
the end of the 19th and early 20th centuries. President Wilson

and his “14 points” declaration in 1918 and the Lenin’s state-
ment on “the socialist revolution and the right of nations to self-
determination” converged to create favorable grounds for that
process. The world-wide decolonization movement accelerated
after 1945. The Charter of United Nations (1945) recognized in
its article 1 that the development of friendly relations among
nations is “based on respect for the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples…” The UN Resolution 1514
(1960) containing the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples accords spe-
cific rights to indigenous and colonized peoples. The last exam-
ple occurred on February 25, 2019. The International Court of
Justice (ICJ) decided that the process of decolonization of
Mauritius was not lawfully completed when that country acced-
ed to independence in 1968, following the separation of the
Chagos Archipelago; the United Kingdom is under an obliga-
tion to bring to an end its administration and all Member States
are under an obligation to co-operate with the United Nations
in order to complete the decolonization of Mauritius. The
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) said
in its article 1 that “All peoples have the right of self-determi-
nation. By virtue of that right they freely determine their polit-
ical status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultur-
al development.”

Which ‘Peoples’ Have a Right to Self-
Determination?

The protection of territorial integrity of states has been
recalled in the UN Resolution 2625 (1970) containing the
Declaration on the Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co�operation among States in accor-
dance with the Charter of the United Nations. The Declaration
reaffirms the principle of equal rights of peoples and self-deter-
mination but meets the expectations of States concerned about
it by asserting the principle of territorial integrity to prevent mis-
leading interpretation by secessionist movements or groups.
However, it creates a condition on states: their conduct must
possess a government representing the whole people belonging
to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or color.
Otherwise, the default of compliance with the principles of rep-
resentativeness of “the whole people” (which implicitly induce

the majority and minority) belonging to the territory, may, as a
last resort, authorize the questioning of the territorial integrity.

It is considered that the theory of “remedial secession,” also
referred to as external self-determination principle, is rooted
into that Declaration. 

Nagorno-Karabakh Scenario Exclusively Based on
Self-Determination

Self-determination, therefore, is a process and remedy
respecting territorial integrity and its implementation is not
possible without the consent of the sovereign state, because it
relies upon the democratic and rule of law principles. 

Those are the principles currently constituting the frame-
work imposed by the OSCE and enshrined in the Madrid
Principles. In other words, Azerbaijan agreed to provide the
“highest degree of autonomy” to Karabakh Armenians and a
secured and demilitarized physical link to Armenia (Lachin cor-
ridor) under the surveillance of a mechanism or a force, still
subject to negotiation. Armenia is silent since many years about
this reality and one must come to the evidence that if they may
still discuss on this matter, it is clear that they have not reject-
ed those principles. One must also bear in mind that the OSCE
mandate is clear on the implementation of the four UN Security
Council resolutions adopted in 1993, which requested the with-
drawal from the occupied districts of Zangelan, Aghdam,
Kelbajar and from the city of Goradiz. In sum, Armenia may
lose its border with Iran and the security of Nagorno-Karabakh
Armenians would depend on a hypothetical security mecha-
nism, the efficiency of which in other disputed contexts proved

to be unlikely and not guaranteed.
Is this process also agreed to by the Nagorno-Karabakh

Armenians and their elected representatives? If so, when did
they agree to such a plan? What gives the right to the
Armenian government to state that, following the change of
leadership, new conditions, more propitious for a settlement,
have been reached? Unable to respond to those questions, one
may however observe that Armenia has unclear objectives
while Azerbaijan firmly maintains its own. The permanence of
the Azerbaijani team of negotiators is not the only difference
explaining this matter of fact. 

It is important to note that some divergences appeared
recently between the statements of Nagorno-Karabakh and
those of Armenian government. Moreover, the diplomatic objec-
tives seem at odds too: Armenia negotiates on the basis of the
Madrid Principles while the Nagorno-Karabakh leadership and
“ambassadors” are lobbying for the political recognition of inde-
pendence by third parties. There may be some secret agreement
to pursue parallel strategies but in the end, the picture is blur-
ry for foreign observers, including for the mediators. What are
the Armenians looking for? Is the objective the independence
of Nagorno-Karabakh or is it the self-determination of its
Armenian population? What about the security in both scenar-
ios? How can one negotiate with such uncertainties about the
final plan? Those questions are all the more relevant that
Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians are not participants in the nego-
tiations while they are the ones whose fate and security is pri-
marily at stake. 

In addition, while Armenia works exclusively within the polit-
ical process imposed by the Minsk group, Azerbaijan also has
taken a series of legal initiatives to reinforce its firm demand for
the implementation of UN Resolutions and the respect of inter-
national law for its sovereignty and territory. 

Multi-Layered Legal Activism of Azerbaijan

On March 14, 2008, the UN General Assembly adopted a res-
olution reaffirming the territorial integrity of Azerbaijan,
demanding the withdrawal of all Armenian forces. It was adopt-
ed 39-7, with 100 abstentions. The introduction and adoption
of this bill shows the unequal power dynamic as well as lobby-
ing efforts in international fora.

A letter dated April 10,
2017 from the Permanent
Representative of
Azerbaijan to the United
Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General sought a
legal opinion on third party
obligations with respect to
illegal economic and other
activities in the occupied
territories of Azerbaijan.
Based on the International
Law Commission articles on
state responsibility for inter-
national wrongful acts, this
document is the basis of fur-
ther bilateral legal actions
against third party coun-
tries. For example, France is
a target. Departmental pre-
fects (representatives of
French Sate in local self-gov-
erning bodies) sued in 2018
the mayors of municipalities
having adopted and signed

friendship agreements with Nagorno-Karabakh municipalities.
We must be mindful of the lawsuits brought by former

Azerbaijani inhabitants of Nagorno-Karabakh claiming restitu-
tion or compensation for their lost properties. The first case
Chiragov and al v. Armenia, (Azerbaijani Kurds from the Lachin
district), ended in a condemnation of the Republic of Armenia
by the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human
Rights on June 16, 2015. The Republic of Armenia has been
recognized as having effective control over the territory of
Nagorno-Karabakh and surrounding territories and condemned
to compensate the dispossessed individuals. The Court stopped
short of assessing the global political context and self-determi-
nation and secession issues inherent to the case. 

It is then urgent for the Republic of Armenia and Nagorno-
Karabakh leadership to shake out of its torpor and engage in a
different political and legal strategy. The Minsk process is a
dead-end settlement process if the vital interests of Nagorno-
Karabakh Armenians and of Armenia are to be protected. It
does not mean that concessions are not necessary but the cur-
rent settlement principles and implementation steps don’t meet
the expectations of Armenian Nation, and primarily those of
Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians.

NKR vs. Kosovo 

The current official Nagorno-Karabakh line is to lobby for the
political recognition of its declaration of independence, taking
as model the Kosovo case. It is noteworthy that this option is a
failure so far: no state has ever recognized its sovereignty as an

continued on next page

The Minsk Process: Behind the Words and Principles
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My Turn
By Harut Sassounian

Azerbaijan Enlists Infamous
Congressman Hastings in its Anti-
Armenian Propaganda

Rep. Alcee L. Hastings (Democrat of Florida) is the latest
transmitter of Azeri propaganda. He issued a statement on
February 25, 2019, which he entered in the Congressional
Record, accusing Armenians of killing 613 Azeri men,
women, and children on February 26, 1992, in the Khojaly vil-
lage of Azerbaijan during the height of the Artsakh
(Karabagh) war. Human Rights Watch placed the number of
Azeri dead at 161. Nevertheless, even the single loss of life is
regrettable be it Azeri or Armenian. Rep. Hastings, a member
of Azerbaijan Congressional Caucus, called the alleged
killings “the Khojaly Massacre.”

These killings are controversial with Armenians and Azeris
blaming each other for the deaths. In recent years, the gov-
ernment of Azerbaijan has made these killings a cause cele-
bre, organizing observances in various countries and accus-
ing Armenians not only of committing a massacre, but a geno-
cide! These propaganda observances are funded by what is
known as “caviar diplomacy,” meaning that Azerbaijan bribes
government officials around the world to block decisions crit-
ical of Azerbaijan or adopt resolutions in its favor.

It is ironic that while Azerbaijan describes the alleged
killing of 613 Azeris a genocide, it shamelessly denies the
actual genocide of 1.5 million Armenians from 1915 to 1923.

On March 3, 1997, the Armenian Foreign Ministry circu-
lated a statement to members of the United Nations General
Assembly and Security Council, rejecting the statement
issued by Azerbaijan on February 22, 1997 on “the Khojalu
event.” Armenia quoted the words of the then President of
Azerbaijan Ayaz Mutalibov who had stated that the
Azerbaijani National Front “actively obstructed and actually
prevented the exodus of the local [Azeri] population through

the mountain passages specifically left open by Karabakh
Armenians to facilitate the flight of the civilian population.”
Mutalibov had made that statement in the days following “the
Khojalu event” in an interview with Czech journalist Dana
Mazalova published in the April 2, 1992 issue of the Russian
newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta.

By organizing such propaganda observances, Azerbaijan’s
officials have found a convenient way of countering the mass
murder of Armenians in the Azeri towns of Sumgait
(February 28, 1988), Gyanja (November 1988), and Baku
(January 1990) as well as the Armenian genocide by Ottoman
Turkey.

Azerbaijan could not have found a more infamous member
of Congress to carry out its propaganda war against Armenia.
Prior to becoming a member of Congress, Hastings served as
a United States District or Federal Judge from 1979 to 1989,
at which time he was impeached and removed from office!

According to Wikipedia, “In 1981, [Judge] Hastings was
charged with accepting a $150,000 bribe in exchange for a
lenient sentence and a return of seized assets for 21 counts
of racketeering by Frank and Thomas Romano, and of per-
jury in his testimony about the case. In 1983, he was acquit-
ted by a jury after his alleged co-conspirator, William Borders,
refused to testify in court, resulting in a jail sentence for
Borders.”

“In 1988, the Democratic-controlled United States House
of Representatives took up the case, and Hastings was
impeached for bribery and perjury by a vote of 413–3. He was
then convicted on October 20, 1989, by the United States
Senate, becoming the sixth federal judge in the history of the
United States to be removed from office by the Senate. The
Senate, in two hours of roll calls, voted on 11 of the 17 arti-
cles of impeachment. It convicted Hastings of eight of the 11
articles. The vote on the first article was 69 for and 26
opposed….”

Hastings was disgraced for the second time when a staff
member of the Helsinki Commission for which he was the
Chairman, accused him of inappropriate sexual behavior. Roll
Call newspaper reported on December 8, 2017 that the U.S.
Treasury Department secretly paid the staffer $220,000 to set-
tle an alleged sexual harassment case against Rep. Hastings.

Winsome Packer, the staff member of the congressional
commission, stated in a written document that Rep.
Hastings touched her, made unwanted sexual advances,
and threatened her job. In her lawsuit, Packer stated “that
Hastings repeatedly asked to stay at her apartment or to

visit her hotel room. Packer also said he frequently hugged
her, and once asked her what kind of underwear she was
wearing,” according to Roll Call. Rep. Hastings denied the
accusation.

Finally, it appears that Hastings has maintained extensive
contacts with the BGR Group, a major U.S. firm that is paid
$50,000 a month to lobby for Azerbaijan in Washington.

Under the federal FARA (Foreign Agents Registration Act)
laws, every lobbying firm has to register with the U.S. Justice
Department, disclosing the contract signed with the foreign
entity. More importantly, the lobbying firm’s employees are
required to report to the Justice Department every contact
they make with outsiders on behalf of their clients, whether
by email, phone call, or personal meeting.

For example, during the six-month period of December 1,
2017 to May 30, 2018, BGR reported contacting congres-
sional offices hundreds of times. Each time the subject mat-
ter was listed as “U.S.-Azerbaijan Relations.” Cleverly, BGR
had hidden the name of the Congressman or Senator, men-
tioning only his or her staff member’s name.

Armenian National Committee of America (ANCA) con-
ducted a lengthy investigation to identify the names of the
Congress members for whom these staff members worked.
The ANCA investigation disclosed that on November 17,
2017, February 27, March 5, March 12, April 30, May 22, May
23, and May 30, 2018 BGR lobbyists emailed Tom Carnes, a
staff member of Rep. Hastings. BGR also had a meeting with
Tom Carnes on May 30, 2018. In addition, on May 22, 2018,
lobbyists from BGR e-mailed Susannah Jackson of Rep.
Hastings office. In addition, on November 2, 2017, Rob
Mangas, Tim Hutchinson, K. Laurie McKay, Killoran Long,
and Albert Wynn on behalf of a lobbying firm for Turkey,
Greenberg Traurig, had discussions with Lale Morrison from
the office of Rep. Hastings regarding U.S.-Turkish relations.
Finally, on October 27, 2017, Lydia Borland on behalf of
another lobbying firm for Turkey, LB International Solutions,
LLC, met with Lale Morrison from the office of Rep. Hastings
regarding U.S.-Turkey relations.

No wonder that Rep. Hastings was given the low grade of
D and D plus in recent years by the ANCA for not supporting
various Armenian issues in Congress.

Azerbaijan has tried to cover up its crimes against
Armenians and human rights violations of its deprived citi-
zens by bribing foreign officials around the world and blam-
ing others for its own wrongdoing!

from previous page
independent state under international law, not even Armenia.
Therefore, let us look more closely at the International Court of
Justice (ICJ) advisory opinion Accordance with International Law
of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of
Kosovo and the stances of Russia, France and the US in this case. 

Serbia raised the question at the ICJ. Russia supported the
jurisdiction of the court as regards the question, while the
Western bloc, namely France, argued against the court juris-
diction to provide an opinion on that subject-matter. The Court
recalled that it has repeatedly stated that the fact that a ques-
tion has political aspects does not suffice to deprive it of its
character as a legal question and recognized its jurisdiction. It
further reasoned that : “the declaration of independence of
Kosovo adopted on 17 February 2008 must be considered with-
in the factual context which led to its adoption” and noted that
“the scope of the principle of territorial integrity is confined to
the sphere of relations between States” to conclude that “ it
was not necessary, in the present case, to resolve the question
whether, outside the context of non-self-governing territories
and peoples subject to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation, the international law of self-determination confers
upon part of the population of an existing State a right to sep-
arate from that State, or whether international law provides for
a right of ‘remedial secession’ and, if so, in what circumstances.”

Finally one can observe that while the Security Council has
condemned the particular declarations of independence, in all
of those instances it was making a determination as regards the
concrete situation existing at the time that those declarations
of independence were made. Hence the opinion considered that
general international law contains no applicable prohibition of
declarations of independence. Accordingly, it concludes that the
declaration of independence of Kosovo did not violate general
international law. 

It must however be noted that the US and the Special Envoy
of the United Nations to Kosovo during the interim adminis-
tration of the territory did favor the objective of independence.
At the time of the ICJ opinion (2010), 55 states had already rec-
ognized Kosovo’s independence.

France argued in its amicus brief that it is a matter for each
state to determine whether or not it recognizes the existence of
Kosovo.

The US argued in its amicus brief that declarations of inde-
pendence, standing alone, present matters of fact, which are
neither authorized nor prohibited by international law and that
Kosovo’s declaration of independence was in accordance with
Security Council Resolution 1244. They concluded like France
that at the point that Kosovo declared independence, however,
there was no longer an ongoing future status process. 

The Russian Federation argued that the unilateral declara-
tion of independence of Kosovo is not in accordance with
Resolution 1244 and not in accordance with international law.
They argued that outside the colonial context, international law
allows for secession of a part of a State against the latter’s will
only as a matter of self-determination of peoples, and only in
extreme circumstances, when the people concerned is continu-
ously subjected to most severe forms of oppression that endan-
gers the very existence of the people. The population of Kosovo
faced no risk of oppression in 2008.

The Russian Federation’s legal stance was based on the law,
while those of France and the US were based on political
stances. 

Considering that none of the three countries that mediate
the settlement and negotiation process between Armenia and
Azerbaijan have taken a firm position on the independence of
Nagorno-Karabakh and instead stick to the Madrid Principles,
it may be deduced that the option is not viable at present,
although the situation may change.

‘Remedial Secession’ against Referral Secession
Of Quebec

As it has been demonstrated supra the legal instruments and
the state practice recognize the right to external self-determi-
nation under extreme conditions. The Supreme Court of
Canada said: “international law does not specifically grant com-
ponent parts of sovereign states the legal right to secede uni-
laterally from their “parent state”  but international law con-
tains neither a right of unilateral secession nor the explicit
denial of such a right, although such a denial is, to some extent,
implicit in the exceptional circumstances required for secession
to be permitted under the right of a people to self-determina-
tion (…) and that one of those exceptional circumstances is
when the people is oppressed, i.e. victim of attacks on its phys-
ical existence or integrity, or of a massive violation of its fun-
damental rights. The Court made the conclusions of the
Canadian Government amicus brief, which stated that “the
Quebec people is not the victim of attacks on its physical exis-
tence or integrity, or of a massive violation of its fundamental
rights.  The Quebec people is manifestly not, in the opinion of
the amicus curiae, an oppressed people.”

To sum up, three conditions emerge in the doctrine and in
the jurisprudence for authorizing a reconsideration of territo-
rial integrity: (1) Default of compliance with the principles of
representativeness of “the whole people“; (2) Gross breaches of
fundamental human rights, particularly threats over the physi-
cal integrity of the people; (3) No likelihood for a possible
peaceful solution within the existing State structure. Secession
is therefore envisioned as an ultimate remedy.

Were Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians in that situation at the
time of the secession? Admittedly they were not, are the condi-
tions met today for applying to that remedy?

The first condition is not relevant in the current context.
However, the refusal of Azerbaijan to conduct a referendum on
self-determination as prescribed by the Soviet Union
Constitution and in consideration of the pogroms that took
place instead in Sumgait, Kirovabad and Baku in 1988-1990, in
response to the peaceful demand of Nagorno-Karabakh
Armenians for self-determination, one may consider that the
first and second conditions that led to the declaration of inde-
pendence and further to the de facto secession of the state-ter-
ritory, were met in 1991. The second condition is even more
topical at present. The third condition is reflected in the analy-
sis supra: neither the Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians, nor the
Armenian nation is ready to accept the principle of self-deter-
mination as it is foreseen in the law and in the Madrid
Principles: the Minsk Process reveals a dead-end after more
than 25 years of negotiation.

Legal Grounds for Remedial Secession 

The hate speech disseminated by the Azerbaijani Executive
and Legislative is a major argument for not trusting any guar-
antee that Azerbaijani may provide for the security of Nagorno-
Karabakh Armenians. 

see MINSK, page 20

Last week’s commentary by Edmond Azadian, titled
“Turkey’s Hate Crimes Are only the Tip of the
Iceberg,” included a quote from a story by Simon
Maghakyan and Sarah Pickman, titled “A Regime
Conceals Its Erasure of Indigenous Armenian
Culture.” Azadian had quoted the text, but misplaced
the quotation mark, thus the sentence “In absolute
numbers, Turkey’s wipeout of Armenian cultural her-
itage dwarfs Azerbaijan’s recent vandalism in
Nakhichevan,” was not included in quotation marks. A
few other sentences from the same article had been
paraphrased but that had not been made clear.

Below see the link to the article, https://hyperal-
lergic.com/482353/a-regime-conceals-its-erasure-of-
indigenous-armenian-culture/

We regret the errors.

CLARIFICATION
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The European Commission against Racism

and Intolerance (ECRI) reported (March
2016): “almost all of the 196 hate-speech items
dealing with ethnic conflicts were targeted at
Armenians. Politicians and civil servants were
the main disseminators of hate speech, fol-
lowed by journalists.” Other sources confirm
recurrent hate speech towards Armenians,
which is connected to the conflict over
Nagorno-Karabakh, the frequent ceasefire vio-
lations at the contact line and the resulting
deaths and injuries. 

The Advisory Committee of the Framework
Convention for the Protection of National
Minorities for example noted “a persistent
public narrative surrounding the conflict over
Nagorno-Karabakh identifying invariably
Armenia or Armenians as ‘the enemy’ and
openly promulgating hate messages”.

This hate speech materialized also in egre-
gious war crimes or barbaric behavior.
Witness the “April war” crimes (April 2-6,
2016). In the village of Talish (Nagorno-
Karabakh), three elderly members of the
Khalapyan family, including 92-year-old
Marusya Khalapyan, were brutally killed.
Three servicemen, Hrant Gharibyan, Hayk
Toroyan and Kyaram Sloyan were beheaded
by Azerbaijani military in the vicinity of
Talish. Photos of Azerbaijani soldiers posing
with the head of Kyaram Sloyan were shared
on social networks. Eighteen other service-
men were listed as missing in action. Their
bodies later transferred to the Armenian side
had signs of torture and mutilation. There is
an encouragement to murder Armenians at
the highest level of the Azerbaijani state. For
an example, Gurgen Margaryan, a lieutenant
in the Armenian Armed Forces, was hacked
to death in his sleep by Azerbaijani
Lieutenant Ramil Safarov in Budapest,
Hungary (February 2004). Both men were
participating in a NATO-sponsored English-

language training course in Hungary within
the framework of the “Partnership for Peace”
program. Safarov was sentenced to life
imprisonment but under questionable cir-
cumstances was extradited to Azerbaijan in
2012, where he received a hero’s welcome.

Azerbaijan today is the most active sponsor
of denialist groups as regards the Genocide of
Armenians committed by the Ottoman
Turkish government. Armenians are presented
as enemies and murderers (Khojaly).  Anzhela
Elibegova, the author of a book on
Armenophobia writes: “Armenians are the per-
fect external enemy for Azerbaijani authori-
ties, who use the current situation to aim their
propaganda machine in the necessary direc-
tion, falsify history and disseminate
Armenophobia domestically.”

At last, the threats toward the Armenian
nation are quite clearly formulated. Elman
Mammadov, an Azerbaijani MP said: “It is not
clear why Turkey tolerates Armenian people
on its lands. What is the reason Turkey does
not require Armenians to free their lands?
Turkey should be a state without Armenians
[…].  If Turkey and Azerbaijan unite, they may
wipe Armenia off the map of the world.
Armenians should beware of this […].” Hafiz
Hajiyev, a leader of the New Musavat Party
said: “Our sons will set the nuclear plant in
Armenia to explode so that no Armenian is left
in that territory.”

The refusal of entry into Azerbaijan of any
national of Armenian descent illustrates open-
ly the level of intolerance. By a declaration on
11 January 2019 Russian MFA spokeswoman
Maria Zakharova slammed Azerbaijani author-
ities for discrimination against Russian citi-
zens of Armenian origin in Azerbaijan.

Need for Total Reconsideration

It is submitted that the current official poli-
cy of racial discourse by Azerbaijan will lead to
the elimination by any means of Armenians

from Nagorno-Karabakh, further threatening
Armenia. It is no longer possible to implement
any internal self-determination or autonomy
principle. As a result, the current diplomatic
process should recognize that fact and its con-
sequences, namely the compliance with exter-
nal self-determination conditions.

The right of peoples to freely dispose of
themselves, as derived from the UN Charter
and from the practice of United Nations. Its
corollary, the right to secede, is formally nei-
ther authorized nor prohibited (Kosovo,
Quebec), it is conditioned (Quebec).

The formation of nation states is not over.
Thirty states have been created since 1990
(after the disintegration of the Eastern
European Bloc), 60 states in 50 years, and 129
since 1941 (decolonization and remedial seces-

sions). There is no reason why the will of
Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians to seek inde-
pendence, while their existence is constantly
threatened, should be ignored. 

There must be an end to the current OSCE
mandate as it is defined and all the funda-
mentals of the settlement plan must be recon-
sidered. The passive attitude of Armenia in the
legal field and its exclusive reliance upon the
political process create a detrimental legal and
political situation to Nagorno-Karabakh
Armenians and their self-determination.

[Philippe Raffi Kalfayan is a Lawyer,
Lecturer in International Law and a former
Secretary General of FIDH (International
Federation of Human Rights). He is a regular
columnist for the Mirror-Spectator.]

The Minsk Process: Behind the Words and Principles

Former Colombia President Visits
Armenian Genocide Memorial

YEREVAN (News.am) — Former pres-
ident of Colombia and current president
of the Centrist Democrat International
(CDI) Andrés Pastrana, as well as a del-
egation led by Secretary General
Antonio López-Istúriz White of the
European People’s Party (EPP) visited
the Armenian Genocide memorial at the
invitation of the Republican Party of
Armenia on March 3. They lay flowers
at the Eternal Flame.

Subsequently, the delegation mem-
bers toured the Armenian Genocide
Museum-Institute.

Armenia’s Heritage Party founder and political council chairman Raffi Hovannisian, inter-
national secretary Andranik Grigoryan, and party member Hovsep Khurshudyan met with
Pastrana and his delegation on the same day.
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